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The release of carbon monoxide from Comet C/1995 O1 Hale-
Bopp was studied between June 1996 and September 1997 using
high resolution infrared spectroscopy near 4.7 µm. The excitation
of CO molecules in the coma was assessed through measurement of
the rotational temperature on several dates at an angular resolution
of∼1 arcsecond. An increase in Trot with distance from the nucleus
was revealed, most likely because of photolytic heating by fast H-
atoms. Observed temperature profiles varied from date to date, but
overall the degree of heating was most pronounced near perihelion.
The similar rotational temperatures observed for CO and HCN
may indicate control of rotational populations by collisions with
electrons.

The spatial distribution of CO molecules in the coma revealed
two distinct sources for CO, one being CO ice native to the nucleus,
and another being CO released from a progenitor distributed in
the coma. Only the native source was seen when the comet was
beyond 2 AU from the Sun. Based on pre- and post-perihelion
observations on five dates with heliocentric distance Rh between
4.10 and 2.02 AU, a heliocentric dependence QCO,native= (1.06±
0.44)× 1030 R−1.76±0.26

h molecules s−1 was obtained. Within Rh∼
1.5 AU, however, both native and distributed sources were consis-
tently present on all dates of observation. The total CO produced
was the sum of the two sources and, based on seven dates, obeyed
QCO,total= (2.07± 0.20)× 1030 R−1.66±0.22

h molecules s−1. This he-
liocentric dependence was consistent with that found for water
(QH2O α R−1.88±0.18

h between 0.93 and 1.49 AU) and for mm-sized
dust (R−1.7±0.2

h between 0.9 and 2.5 AU). Our derived total mixing
ratio for CO was QCO,total/QH2O= 0.241± 0.009, with native and

distributed sources each contributing an abundance of approxi-
mately 12 percent that of water. This was the case even after correct-
ing measured CO and H2O column densities, and hence production
rates, for opacity in the solar pump. The distributed source exhib-
ited behavior consistent with thermal destruction of a precursor
material. The observed variations in its production rate and spatial
distribution along the slit suggested contributions from both
a diffuse source in the coma and possibly from one or more
jets enriched in CO or CO-containing material, such as CHON
grains. c© 2001 Academic Press

Key Words: comets; ices; infrared spectroscopy; carbon monoxide;
extended emission.
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Carbon monoxide gas is ubiquitous in giant molecular clou
associated with regions of active star formation (Ranket al.
1971, Turner 1989); its high volatility makes it an excelle
probe of conditions in cold shielded regions such as the
tal clouds around young planetary systems (Chiaret al. 1995,
Whittet et al.1996). CO is found in both H2O-rich (polar) and
H2O-poor (nonpolar) icy mantles on dust grains, depending
local conditions. In sufficiently cold quiescent regions surroun
ing the embedded star, carbon monoxide can condense dire
forming water-poor nonpolar ice. Closer to the star, CO is fou
as a minor component trapped in water-rich polar ice (Tiele
et al. 1991, Chiaret al. 1995, Whittetet al. 1996, Chiaret al.
0019-1035/01 $35.00
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included both native and distributed CO sources. The abundance
of CO ice in the nucleus can be obtained only after discriminating

1 Recent studies of HNC/HCN (Biveret al.1997, Irvineet al.1998, 1999), and
of HCO+ (Lovell et al.1998) in the coma of Comet Hale-Bopp, suggest a poten-
tially important role for chemistry in the coma, involving supra-thermal hydro-
gen atoms and/or ion–molecule reactions (Rodgers and Charnley 1998). How-
ever, these processes are expected to be important primarily for trace species. By
contrast, the production of CO from distributed sources rivals that from the na-
362 DISANT

1998). Carbon monoxide was probably abundant in the
outer regions of the presolar nebula where comets are tho
to have formed, but the origin of CO in comets is uncertain
indeed may differ among comets depending on their distanc
formation from the young sun.

Did the ice in Comet Hale-Bopp originate in the interst
lar natal cloud, or did it form later by condensation from g
in the preplanetary disk? Interstellar nonpolar (CO-rich) i
could not have survived within about 40 AU of the proto-s
but interstellar CO trapped in a polar ice could have survi
in the giant-planets nebular region, at least until temperat
exceeded the sublimation point of water vapor (perhaps
5 AU). Carbon monoxide could have condensed directly fr
nebular gas in the region beyond Neptune where tempera
were sufficiently low (<25 K). Closer to the young sun, high
temperatures would have prevented direct condensation. H
ever, capture of CO from nebular gas could still proceed at t
peratures as high as 50 K if it co-condensed with water (Sand
and Allamandola 1988), and there is evidence that some fra
of captured CO can remain trapped to much higher tempera
(e.g.,∼150 K; Crovisier and Encrenaz 2000). Thus, the amo
of native CO retained in the cometary nucleus (and its abund
relative to water ice) provides an important clue to the origin
this material and to conditions in the precometary environm
(Mummaet al.1993).

The discovery of cometary CO during rocket ultraviolet obs
vations of Comet West (1976 VI) revealed a substantial ab
dance (20–25%) relative to H2O (Feldman and Brune 1976
Feldman 1978), and established this molecule as an impo
component in these primitive solar system objects. Yet su
quent observations of more than three dozen comets, pa
larly with the International Ultraviolet Explorer (IUE) (Festo
and Feldman 1987, Festou 1990), yielded CO detections in
a few. When detected, the derived CO abundance appear
vary considerably from comet to comet; e.g., IUE observati
of Comet Bradfield (1979 X) yielded CO/H2O ∼2%, or about
one-tenth that observed for West (A’Hearn and Feldman 19
It was suggested that these differences could be related t
aperture sizes of the rocket-UV and IUE observations, wh
differed greatly.

Although present as a native ice in the nucleus, carbon mo
ide can also be produced in the cometary coma from other
cursors, where it can then exhibit both direct and extended
distributed) sources in comets. In-situ Giotto spacecraft obse
tions of Comet 1P/Halley (1986 III) revealed that only one-th
(∼3.5% relative to water) of the total CO was released dire
from the nucleus, the remainder (∼7.5%) being produced from
source distributed in the coma (Eberhardt 1999, Eberhardtet al.
1987). This discovery sparked keen interest in identifying
key mechanism(s) responsible for production of the distribu
CO source. An alternative view in which Giotto flew through
jet enriched in CO was proposed by Greenberg and Li (199

Photolysis of monomeric formaldehyde (H2CO) was sug-

gested as a significant (though apparently insufficient) sou
for distributed CO (Meieret al.1993) based on the H2CO abun-
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dance as inferred from Giotto Neutral Mass Spectrometer
servations (Krankowsky 1990). Giotto also discovered orga
(CHON) particles (Kisselet al.1986) which, coupled with evi-
dence for a dominant distributed source of H2CO (perhaps even
the sole formaldehyde source) in Halley (Snyderet al. 1989,
Krankowski 1990, Meieret al. 1993, Eberhardt 1999), led to
scenarios whereby H2CO, released from outflowing CHON par
ticles, could contribute additional CO. Proposed mechanis
involved release of polymerized formaldehyde (Meieret al.
1993), or possibly polyoxymethylene (POM) (Mitchellet al.
1987, Huebner 1987, Huebneret al.1987, Mitchellet al.1989,
Eberhardt 1999), to account for the observed distributions
H2CO and CO. An additional proposed contributor was carb
suboxide (C3O2) (Huntresset al. 1991), suggested to suppl
not only CO, but also to account for the abundance and d
tribution of neutral carbon atoms as inferred from Giotto o
servations of the CO+ ion in Halley (Balsigeret al. 1986).1

However, Crovisieret al. (1991), using the VEGA 1 IKS spec
trum of Halley (Combeset al. 1988), argued that C3O2 could
be at most a minor contributor. They derived an upper lim
C3O2/H2O∼ 10−3, well below the minimum value (0.03–0.04
required to produce the amount of distributed CO inferred fro
the Giotto observations.

The first ground-based detection of cometary CO at infra
wavelengths was in Comet Austin (1989c1), through tentativ
identified emission in the P(3) line of the v= 1− 0 fundamen-
tal band near 4.7µm (DiSanti et al. 1992). A comparison of
measured line intensities contained within 2× 3-arcsecond and
2× 9 arcsecond apertures was consistent with a purely na
CO source. However, the low signal-to-noise ratio (∼5) and non-
detection of P(2) emission, whose strength should have b
comparable to that of P(3), precluded further conclusions a
the origin of CO in this comet.

The first definitive ground-based IR detection of cometary C
was in Comet C/1996 B2 (Hyakutake) (Mummaet al. 1996).
Studies using different sized apertures suggested the pres
of both native and distributed CO sources. Small apertures
ground-based (at IR wavelengths; Mummaet al. 1996) and
space-based (at UV wavelengths; Feldmanet al.1996, Weaver
et al.1996) platforms provided abundances of 5–10%, well b
low the values (20–30%) derived from large-beam observati
(in the radio; Womacket al. 1997a, Biveret al. 1999a). The
small-beam studies sampled primarily native CO (and may
influenced by optical depth effects), while larger fields of vie
rcetive source (CO-ice) in Hale-Bopp, and is a major contributor of volatile carbon
(see text).
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the native and distributed sources, and until now this had not b
accomplished by remote observations.

The apparition of the bright long period comet C/1995 O
(Hale-Bopp), coupled with major technological advanc

TABLE I
Log of Hale-Bopp Co Observations

Lines
UT Date Rh

a 1a 1-dotb PAc βd Observed tint
e Mid-UT f

1996
13 Jun 4.10 3.17 −30.9 246 07 P1, P2 2960 13.57
19 Sep 3.03 2.92 +09.1 92 19 P2, P3 280 19.23
11 Dec 2.02 2.83 −18.0 31 13 P2, P3 360 11.01

R2, R3 240 11.06
1997

21 Jan 1.49 2.20 −32.5 335 22 P2, P3 240 21.75
P1, P2 240 21.80
R0, R1 240 21.80
R2, R3 240 21.81
R4, R5 240 21.82
R5, R6 120 21.83

24 Feb 1.11 1.57 −28.8 327 39 R2, R3 120 24.00
R5, R6 120 24.00
R7, R8 120 24.01

01 Mar 1.06 1.47 −24.8 330 42 R2, R3 120 01.85
R0, R1 120 01.86
R5, R6 120 01.87
R7, R8 120 01.88
P1, P2 120 01.89

09 Apr 0.93 1.44 +21.8 43 44 P2, P3 60 09.88
R0, R1 120 09.90
R2, R3 60 09.90
R5, R6 60 09.91
P2 120 09.92
R9, R10 60 09.93

16 Apr 0.95 1.53 +25.7 54 40 R0, R1 120 16.04
R5, R6 120 16.06
R9, R10 120 16.08
P2 120 16.09

30 Apr 1.05 1.75 +29.6 75 31 R9, R10 120 30.09
R0, R1 60 30.15
R5, R6 120 30.15

01 May 1.06 1.77 +29.7 76 30 R0, R1 60 01.01
R5, R6 60 01.07
R9, R10 120 01.14
R2, R3 120 01.17

08 Aug 2.25 2.91 +08.9 221 17 R0, R1 300 08.82
P2, P3 420 08.84
R2, R3 720 08.89

25 Sep 2.83 3.09 +06.1 253 19 R0, R1 1320 25.70

a Heliocentric and geocentric distances in AU.
b Geocentric Doppler shift (km s−1).
c Position angle (degrees) of the anti-solar direction (i.e., the extended h

centric radius vector), projected onto the sky plane and measured eastward
north.

d Phase angle (degrees) of the comet (i.e., the angle Sun–Comet–Earth
all dates spanning our Hale-Bopp observations,β was highly acute, thus the anti
solar direction as largely away from the observer (the extended heliocentr
dius vector makes the angle 180◦-β with the Earth–Comet direction; see Fig. 1
e Total integration time on source (s).
f Mid-exposure UT (decimal date).
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(construction of large sub-mm telescopes, and implementa
of spectrometers with sensitive infrared array detectors),
mitted studies of the evolution of cometary activity in unprec
dented detail. Observations from heliocentric distances (h)
∼4–7 AU indicated CO-driven sublimation (Biveret al. 1996,
Jewitt et al. 1996, Biveret al. 1997, Womacket al. 1997b).
Activity at large distances had been seen previously in so
comets, most notably Halley, Schwassmann–Wachman
(S–W 1), and 2060 Chiron (Huebneret al. 1992). For S–W 1
(Senay and Jewitt 1994, Crovisieret al.1995) and 2060 Chiron
(Womacket al.1999), the derived CO production rate was s
ficient to account for the observed coma. For Hale-Bopp,
production at large distances rivaled or exceeded that exhib
by weaker comets near perihelion, and this held promise for h
levels of activity as Hale-Bopp entered the inner solar syste

Here we report results from an extended study at infra
wavelengths of the evolution of carbon monoxide product
in Comet Hale-Bopp. Our serial spectral–spatial observati
(Table I) span a large range in time and in heliocentric distan
from June 1996 (Rh = 4.10 AU preperihelion) to Septembe
1997 (Rh = 2.83 AU postperihelion). Our study discriminate
native and distributed contributions to the total CO product
and reveals the onset of the distributed source between Rh∼ 2.0
and 1.5 AU preperihelion. Aspects of this work were repor
elsewhere (DiSantiet al.1999) but are here expanded upon a
augmented. We present our data base of CO observations h
the nucleus contained within the slit, and discuss coma pro
ties derived from these observations. A detailed discussio
the excitation of CO molecules in the coma as a function
line-of-sight distance from the nucleus is also presented, a
discussion of possible scenarios for release of the distributed
component.

OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION

We used the cryogenic echelle grating spectrome
(CSHELL) on the NASA IRTF 3-meter telescope at Mauna K
Observatory, Hawaii. CSHELL incorporates a 256× 256-pixel
InSb array detector, with sensitivity in the 1–5.5µm spectral re-
gion (Tokunagaet al.1990, Greeneet al.1993). The small pixel
size (0.2 arcsecond) provides seeing-limited angular resolu
along the 30 arcsecond-long slit, which we oriented east–w
The single-pixel spectral resolving power (ν/1ν) for CSHELL
is ∼105 (3 km s−1 pixel−1). Thus, a source which uniformly
fills the 1 arcsecond slit (e.g., a sky emission line) employed
the comet observations will haveν/1ν ∼ 2× 104. For a point
source (star) with optimal focus and perfect telescope track
the resolving power is determined by the point-spread-funct
which is largely a function of the seeing at the time of obs
vation. This can be sub-arcsecond at times, resulting inν/1ν

approaching 3× 104. For most of our Hale-Bopp observation
ν/1ν = 2.0− 2.5× 104, sufficient to isolate line emission in
the CO v= 1− 0 ro-vibrational band from the adjacent corr

sponding absorption features in the terrestrial atmosphere, and
from underlying cometary continuum emission.
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FIG. 1. Gray-scale image (2 s exposure time) of Comet Hale-Bopp, obtained on 1997 January 21 through the CVF, showing the morphology of
coma near 2.2µm (4500 cm−1), with black corresponding to higher intensity. The 1′′ × 30′′ slit is shown running horizontally (east–west) and centered on t
nucleus. The white contours correspond to 417, 398, 355, 282, and 224 counts, and the black contours correspond to 141, 89.1, 66.8, 50.1, and 31.6 cos; 1 count
corresponds to a flux density of approximately 3× 10−21 watt m−2/cm−1. The total flux density contained within a 1′′ × 1′′ (∼1,600× 1600 km) aperture centered
−17 −2 −1 ◦ in the directional inset indicates that the anti-sunward direction points away from
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on the nucleus is∼3× 10 watt m /cm . The phase angleβ = 22 shown
the observer, making an angle of 68◦ with the plane of the sky. Thus, the sun

We used an observing sequence ABBA, where A repres
observations with the comet centered in the slit, while fo
scans the telescope was nodded 2 arc-minutes perpendicu
the slit length (north or south) to sample sky emission.2 The net
comet signal was isolated as A− B− B+ A. Flat field (con-
tinuum lamp) spectra and dark frames were obtained imm
ately after each ABBA set, and the comet was frequently
aged through the CVF (Fig. 1).3 Processing of our spectroscop
observations begins with flat-fielding, removal of “hot” pixe

and straightening of frames (i.e., pixel resampling) for cons
tent spatial–spectral registration (see Fig. 2, and Dello Ru

2 Based on test observations, no cometary CO emission was present in
“sky” beam, at the noise level of the data.

3 Virtually all of our Comet Hale-Bopp observations were conducted duri
daylight, hence the CCD autoguider for CSHELL was not available for u
We therefore obtained images of the comet near 2.2 or 3.5µm immediately
following each ABBA/flat/dark sequence, to check for cometary drift (whic
was generally< 1 arcsecond), and to update telescope tracking rates as nee
The interval between images was typically 6–8 minutes, and discernable
perpendicular to or along the slit was taken into account in the ensuing anal
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et al.1998 for details). The result for each sequence is a spa
spectral frame, in which the spectral dimension falls along ro
and the spatial dimension falls along columns (Fig. 2D).

To establish the wavelength calibration for our CSHE
spectra, we use the Spectrum Synthesis Program (Kunde
Maguire 1974), which accesses the HITRAN-1992 Molecu
Database (Rothmanet al. 1992). We compare the atmosphe
emission lines contained in our sky (i.e., B-frame) obser
tions (Figs. 2E and F) with a calculated sky radiance sp
trum. This process results in row-by-row spectral registrati
which is applied to comet and sky frames (compare Fig.
with Fig. 2D, and Fig. 2E with 2F). We next apply this calibr
tion solution to a one-dimensional spectral extract of the co
(Fig. 2G, top trace), which contains cometary continuum a
superimposed line emissions. Through comparison with a ca
lated transmittance spectrum, the terrestrial atmospheric ab
tion lines in the comet spectrum establish the absolute colu
burden for each absorbing species in the terrestrial atmosp
drift
ysis.

and also allow us to correct for small frequency shifts (rela-
tive to the corresponding sky line positions) that occur when the
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CO EMISSION IN C

comet is not quite centered in the slit. The atmospheric trans
tance spectrum is calculated at monochromatic resolution fo
optimized atmospheric model, and is then binned to the ins
mental sampling interval, convolved to the spectral resolu
of the comet data, and scaled to the cometary continuum.

Subtraction of this optimized synthetic continuum from t
observed comet spectrum isolates the cometary molecular e
sions (the “residuals” in Fig. 2G). These are still convolved w
the atmospheric transmittance function. The true line inten
incident at the top of the terrestrial atmosphere is obtained
ratioing the measured intensity to the fully resolved transm
tance at the Doppler-shifted line-center frequency. Absolute
calibration (watts m−2) is achieved by comparison with spect
of flux-standard stars obtained through a 4 arcsecond-wide sli

Observing CO in the v= 1− 0 fundamental band from th
ground requires a radial velocity of the comet relative to
earth. Examples of extracted CO spectra are presented for
eral dates in Figs. 3A (preperihelion) and 3B (postperihelio
For each spectrum, observed frequencies and flux densitie
indicated. Each cometary emission line is Doppler-shifted fr
its rest frequency according to the geocentric velocity of Co
Hale-Bopp (1-dot, Table I), and corrections for atmosphe
transmittance have not yet been applied. Thus, apparent i
sities of spectral lines, even those within the same spect
are in general not representative of the true cometary emis
intensities. Care must also be exercised when comparing
tinuum flux densities taken from different spectra, as these
influenced by seeing effects and by telescope tracking ove
course of each exposure.

A frame showing cometary line emission alone is obtained
subtracting the modeled dust continuum (row-by-row) from
straightened spatial–spectral frame containing both emiss
(Figs. 2D, 4A). This procedure isolates emission from come
volatiles (CO and H2O in the frame shown). The spatial di
tribution along slit (spatial profile) of CO emission is obtain
for each line by summing the signal over five adjacent colum
(spectral channels), centered on the column corresponding
closely to the Doppler-shifted line-center frequency.4 This is a
measure of the distribution along the slit of CO molecules in
upper state of the transition giving rise to the line in quest
(Fig. 4B). (For the P1 and P2 lines, these are rotational le
J′ = 0 and J′ = 1, respectively, of the first excited vibration
state, v′ = 1.) Spatial profiles are similarly obtained for oth
volatiles (e.g., H2O; Fig. 4C). The spatial distribution of du
emission (dashed line, Figs. 4B, 4C) is obtained by samp
columns not containing cometary emission lines. On this d
CO emission is spatially more extended than either the wat
continuum emission. The spatial distributions of water and d
are similar and are slightly asymmetric toward the east, w

CO is markedly more extended toward the east than either w
or dust (Fig. 4C).

4 For the 1 arcsecond-wide slit, five columns corresponds to the approxim
FWHM of each CO line. A small correction factor (∼1.15) was applied to
account for signal not included in the 5-column sum.
OMET HALE-BOPP 365
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MAPPING OF CO EXCITATION

At a given position along the slit, the CO rotation
temperature (Trot) is determined from intensities measured f
several CO lines (after correcting for atmospheric tra
mittance). For simple linear molecules, the emission inten
of a ro-vibrational line is given by (Herzberg 1950),

Iem= (C′em/Zr)ν
4(J′ + J′′ + 1) exp[−B′J′(J′ + 1)x/Trot], (1a)

whereν is the line frequency (cm−1), andx ≡ hc/k≈ 1.44 cm
K (h is Planck’s constant, and k is Boltzmann’s constant). T
quantum numbers J′ and J′′ refer to the upper and lower rota
tional states, respectively, of the transition, and B′ is the rota-
tional constant of the upper vibrational state (v≡ v′ = 1). The
factor C′em is a constant which depends on the change of dip
moment associated with the transition and on the numbe
molecules in v′ = 1, and Zr is the rotational partition function
for the molecule at temperature Trot. We recast Eq. (1a) in term
of our (transmittance-corrected) line flux, Fline (watts m−2), as

Fline= (Cem/Zr)N1ν
4(J ′ + J ′′ + 1) exp[−B′J′(J′ + 1)x/Trot],

(1b)

where the constant Cem now incorporates geometrical consi
erations and the change in dipole moment,5 and we explicitly

5 The column brightness (watts m−2 sr−1) for emitted line radiation is given by

Iem= (1/4π )N1,J′hcνAJ′,J′′ ,

where N1,J′ is the column density (molecules m−2) in the upper state of
the transition (v′ = 1, J′), and AJ′,J′′ = (64π4/3h)ν3|Rem|2 is the Einstein
transition probability (s−1) for ro-vibrational emission from initial state (1, J′) to
final state (0, J′′). The moment Rem represents the matrix element of the elect
dipole corresponding to the transition between (1, J′) and (0, J′′) states. The term
|Rem|2 = SJ|µ|2, where the “line strength” SJ = (1/2)(J′ + J′′ + 1)/(2J′ + 1)
isolates the J-dependence of Rem, and µ = 1.12× 10−19 esu-cm is the
(permanent) electric dipole moment for the CO molecule (Lang 198
[SJ = J′/(2J′ + 1) for R-branch lines (J′′ = J′ − 1), and SJ = (J′ + 1)/(2J′ + 1)
for P-branch lines (J′′ = J′ + 1).] The rotational population in v′ = 1 is
characterized by a single temperature (cf. Fig. 5), hence,

N1.J′ = N1{(2J′ + 1) exp[−B′J′(J′ + 1)x/Trot]}/Zr.

The line flux (watts m−2) incident at the telescope aperture from solid angleÄ

is then

Fline ≡ ÄIem= (Ä/4π )(64π4/3h)ν3|Rem|2hcνN1{(2J′ + 1)

× exp [−B′J′(J′ + 1)x/Trot]}/Zr

= (8π3cÄ/3)|µ|2ν4N1{(J′ + J′′ + 1) exp [−B′J′(J′ + 1)x/Trot]}/Zr.

For our 1′′ × 1′′ stepped aperture (cf Eq. 2 and accompanying discussi
Ä = Ä1 = 2.35× 10−11sr. Comparing this last expression for Fline with
Eq. (1b) leads to

Cem= (8π3cÄ1/3)|µ|2 ∼= 7.31× 10−40 watt cm4.

Equation (lb) can be used to predict values forN1 as a function of line-of-sight

through the coma, and this provides clues to line-by-line opacity effects in the
inner coma (see Appendix).
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FIG. 3. Overview of CO emission in Comet Hale-Bopp, obtained with CSHELL through the 1-arcsecond-wide slit. A. Representative preperihelion
For all but the first spectrum shown, the spectral resolving powerν/1ν∼ 25,000. The June 1996 spectrum was binned by 2 in the spectral dimension to im
the signal-to-noise ratio, thusν/1ν∼ 12,000–14,000 for it. All extracts were centered on the row containing the peak continuum emission and, unless oth
noted, represent sums over 1 arcsecond along the slit (5 rows). For the panels in which the 1σ stochastic error is shown (offset as in Fig. 2G), this error domina
the uncertainty. Residual emissions are shown for dates when the cometary continuum was extremely bright. For those spectra, the overall uncertainty (scatter) is
dominated by other effects such as slight residual instrumental fringing, small errors in the frequencies of modeled (SSP) atmospheric absorption lines, etc. Analysis
of indicated cometary water emissions has been included in a separate publication (Dello Russoet al.2000). Corrections for atmospheric transmittance have
yet been applied, thus the apparent line intensities are generally not representative of their true cometary emission intensities. B. Representative postperihelion
spectra.

FIG. 2. Sequence of steps illustrating the initial processing of two-dimensional (spatial–spectral) frames of CSHELL data. In this example from
January 21.8, Comet Hale-Bopp was observed through a 1-arcsecond-wide slit, yielding a spectral resolving powerν/1ν ∼ 2.5× 104. The slit length (indicated
on the right) is 30 arcseconds (∼4.8× 104 km at the comet). Frames A–D show the net (sky-subtracted) comet signal, with wavelength increasing to th
The cometary continuum extends left–right across each frame, and superimposed on it are two emission lines of the CO v= 1− 0 fundamental band, and on
line (000− 101) of the waterν3 − ν2 hot band (Dello Russoet al. 2000). A. Flat-fielded difference frame (comet–sky–sky+comet). Deviant pixels can be
as light-colored specks (indicated by white arrows), and the continuum tilts upward from left to right. B. Difference frame following pixel cleaning, but prior to
straightening. C. Difference frame straightened along rows, so that all pixels along a given row correspond to a common spatial position along the slt (note the
now-horizontal continuum). D. Difference frame straightened along columns, so that all pixels along a given column correspond to a common meanency.
E. Corresponding sky frame prior to applying the column-straightening step. The sky emission lines are clearly tilted from vertical, and the spectral dispersion
(cm−1/column) varies from row to row. F. Sky frame after column-straightening. G. Spectral extract, representing the signal summed over five rows centeon the
peak continuum intensity (vertical extent indicated to the right of Fig. 2D). Subtraction of the atmospheric model (superimposed dashed curve) yields the residual

cometary molecular emissions in excess of the continuum. The bottom dashed curve represents the 1-sigma stochastic error, and its zero level is indicated by the
lower dotted line.
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show the dependence upon the column densityN1 (molecules
m−2) in v′ = 1.

Rotational temperatures for CO were retrieved on all date
observation between 0.93 and 2.24 AU of the Sun (See Fig. 5
Table II). The effective rotational temperature for the v′ = 1 state
is determined by comparing (k/hcB′) ln[Fline/ν

4(J′ + J′′ + 1)]
against J′(J′ + 1) for the lines observed. A linear least squares
has slope−1/Trot. In Fig. 5 (left panels), we show for each da
the derived temperature, based on measured line intensities
the range of cometocentric distances used to determine ou
production rates (see discussion below, and caption to Fig. 5)
CO, we take B′ = B′′ = 1.97 cm−1 (Herzberg 1950). (Becaus
infrared radiative pumping and decay control the populatio
v′ = 1, and many rotational levels are populated, the rotatio
temperatures in v′ = 1 and v′′ = 0 should be very nearly th
same; see Chin and Weaver 1984 and Magee-Saueret al.1999
for further discussion.)
For each date, we measured the rotational temperature a
arcsecond intervals along the slit (Fig. 5, right panels). For da
ontinued

of
and

fit
e
over
CO
For

in
nal

near 1 AU from the Sun (e.g., Figs. 5D–5H), we observed an
crease in Trot when moving away from the nucleus. (The profi
of retrieved temperature versus line-of-sight distance (ρ) from
the nucleus is not strictly identical to the radial temperat
profile. The distanceρ represents the “impact parameter” f
the beam; i.e., theminimumdistance from the nucleus along
given line-of-sight, and Trot measures the mean rotational te
perature for molecules in the beam.) Our CO data do not sup
more than one rotational temperature (e.g., one for low-J l
and another for high-J lines) along any line-of-sight, althou
this assessment may be complicated by differing optical de
between different CO lines for beam positions passing clos
the nucleus.

Under optically thin conditions, the relative intensities
P- and R-branch lines originating from a common upper s
(v′ = 1, J′) are given by the statistical branching ratio (J′ + 1)/J′.
With increasing optical depth (e.g., in the inner coma), a

t 1-
tes
transfer of energy from the P-branch line to the R-branch
line results, and this is most noticeable when the lower state
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FIG. 4. A. Processed spatial–spectral image of Hale-Bopp obtained on UT 1997 January 21, following row-by-row scaled subtraction of the modeled
continuum. Note the considerably greater spatial extent of the CO P1 and P2 emission lines compared with that of the H2O line. The label “CTL” (centerline)
denotes the row containing the peak continuum emission. B. Comparison of spatial profiles for CO lines and the continuum. The compass inset shohe
sunward direction lies 65◦ south of east; hence the sunward-facing hemisphere (projection along the slit) is toward the east. (We also adopt this convent

insets in Figs. 5 and 6.) C. Comparison of summed P1 and P2 profiles with those of the continuum and H2O. While the water profile closely follows the continuum,
the CO emission is more extended and its peak is displaced to the east.

u
a

J

in-
populations differ greatly, as for small values of J′ (e.g., P2/R0,
and P3/R1). This is seen in our excitation analysis as a red
intensity for P2 and P3 compared with R0 and R1 for be

positions passing close to the nucleus (see Fig. A1). Howe
so long as collisional relaxation (of the upper state) is negli
ced
m

ble, no quanta are lost and the mean Q derived for a given′ is
unaffected (see Appendix for further discussion).

We observed similar rotational temperatures, and also an

ver,
gi-
crease in Trot with ρ, for HCN in Comet Hale-Bopp (Magee-
Saueret al.1999). Given the large difference in dipole moment
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TABLE II
CO Ratational Temperatures in C/1995 O1 Hale-Bopp

UT Datea ρ-rangeb Trot (east)c Trot (west)c Trot (mean)c

1996
Dec 11.01–11.06 1.5–11.5 (3090–23690) 43± 15 78± 19 55± 9
1997
Jan 21.74–21.83 0–1.5 (0–2380) 92± 4 103± 7 94± 5

1.5–3.5 (2380–5550) 87± 3 82± 15 85± 5
3.5–5.5 (5550–8730) 100± 14 81± 9 95± 9
5.5–8.5 (8730–13500) 106± 8 92± 9 98± 6

8.5 11.5 (13500–18250) 94± 15 85± 6 88± 6
3.5–11.5 (5550–18250) 101± 6 85± 4 95± 4

Feb 23.99–24.01 0–1.5 (0–1710) 119± 6 115± 6 116± 4
1.5–3.5 (1710–4000) 120± 3 129± 5 123± 3
3.5–5.5 (4000–6290) 116± 10 147± 9 118± 7
5.5 8.5 (6290–9720) 124± 4 129± 4 126± 3

8.5–11.5 (9720–13140) 122± 3 127± 6 124± 3
3.5–11.5 (4000–13140) 119± 3 131± 4 122± 3

Mar 01.85–01.89 0–1.5 (0–1600) 93± 5 93± 4 92± 3
1.5–3.5 (1660–3750) 89± 2 97± 3 92± 3
3.5–5.5 (3750–5890) 90± 2 106± 2 100± 5
5.5–8.5 (5890–9100) 95± 5 107± 2 102± 3

8.5–12.5 (9100–13380) 96± 6 122± 6 111± 6
5.5–12.5 (5890–13380) 96± 3 114± 4 106± 4

Apr 09.88–09.93 0–1.5 (0–1570) 84± 7 69± 8 72± 6
1.5–3.5 (1570–3670) 96± 3 74± 5 82± 6
3.5–5.5 (3670–5770) 101± 3 96± 4 98± 2
5.5–8.5 (5770–8910) 105± 6 106± 5 105± 3

8.5–12.5 (8910–13100) 116± 3 112± 2 114± 2
5.5–12.5 (5770–13100) 110± 3 109± 3 110± 3

Apr 16.04–16.09 0–1.5 (0–1670) 89± 10 109± 5 99± 7
1.5–3.5 (1670–3900) 87± 8 102± 5 92± 6
3.5–5.5 (3900–6130) 112± 6 110± 4 110± 4
5.5–8.5 (6130–9470) 108± 7 119± 3 118± 4

8.5–12.5 (9470–13920) 112± 5 132± 4 125± 4
5.5–12.5 (6130–13920) 114± 4 125± 3 122± 3

Apr 30.09–30.15 0–1.5 (0–1910) 82± 3 79± 2 81± 2
1.5–3.5 (1910–4460) 88± 3 83± 7 86± 4
3.5–5.5 (4460–7010) 99± 2 98± 4 99± 2
5.5–8.5 (7010–10800) 114± 5 113±12 113± 6

8.5–11.5 (10800–14650) 116± 4 125± 8 119± 4
3.5–11.5 (4460–14650) 101± 2 104± 3 102± 2

May 01.01–01.17 0–1.5 (0–1930) 67± 12 91± 24 81± 13d

1.5–3.5 (1930–4510) 91± 10 121± 9 112± 9
3.5–5.5 (4510–7090) 77± 11 103± 6 94± 8
5.5–8.5 (7090–11000) 76± 9 97± 5 92± 5

8.5–11.5 (11000–14820) 86± 7 118± 7 106± 7
3.5–11.5 (4510–14820) 90± 5 107± 4 100± 4

Aug 08.80–08.91 3.5–10.5 (7390–22170) 52± 18 62± 22 54± 12

a Time interval over which CO observations included in the present analysis were obtained, in decimal UT date.
b Range of projected distancesρ (in arcseconds, with km in parentheses) from the nucleus over which Trot was

determined.
c Derived Co rotational temperatures as functions ofρ, measured east of the nucleus, west of the nucleus, and the

east-west mean. In each case, Trot was obtained from a Boltzmann analysis of CO line intensities (see text and Fig. 5), a
uncertainties are based on 1σ errors in the best fit slope. For each date, entries in bold refer to theρ-range corresponding to
the terminal portion of the Q-curve for CO. An increase of Trot with ρ was seen on several dates, and this was particularl
pronounced near perihelion (within Rh ∼ 1.1 AU).
d The larger uncertainties in Trot on May 01 May result from traversal of a pocket of enhanced CO emission traversing
the slit. Its rotation appears tied to that of the comet, and its study will be incorporated into a future publication.
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FIG. 5. CO excitation in the coma of Comet Hale-Bopp.Left Panels:Determination of rotational temperature (Trot) based on the intensities of several C
ines (Eq. (1b)). For each date (plot), the east–west average of line fluxes collected over projected distances corresponding to the terminal region of the Q-curve for
O is used (see text, and Fig. 7). (This range inρ is indicated by horizontal bars in each right-hand panel; cf Table II.)Right Panels:Rotational temperature (points
ith 1σ error bars) as a function of projected distance from the nucleus. The general increase in Trot with distance east and west of the nucleus is seen for CO
ultiple dates, and appears most pronounced near perihelion. The dashed trace in each panel shows the overall spatial profile for CO, andρ = 0 corresponds to
he position of peak continuum emission (see Fig. 6). The zero intensity level for each CO profile is the bottom axis of the plot, with the exception of Dec. 11 and
ug. 08, for which it is given by the horizontal dotted line.
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FIG. 5—Continued
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FIG. 5—Continued
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between HCN and CO, this argues against control of rotati
populations by radiative cooling, and could indicate control
collisions with electrons6 (Xie and Mumma 1992, Bockel´ee-
Morvan et al. 1994, Biveret al. 1999a, Lovellet al. 2000).
Recent observations of Comet 1999 H1 (Lee) also found
retrieved rotational temperatures for HCN and CO to be sim
(∼75 K; Mummaet al. 2001). The role of electrons should b
relatively less important for CO owing to its small dipole m
ment. Biveret al. (1999a) successfully modeled line intens
maps of CO emission using neutral–neutral collisions alo
but electron collisions (and/or a significantly extened sou
were required to reproduce line intensities in HCN, CS,
H2CO.

If heating of the coma is controlled by photolytic and/or ph
toionization processes, then one might expect our meas
rotational temperatures for CO to be correlated with both
production and distribution of water molecules in the com7

We note that our measured temperatures on UT 1997 Fe
ary 24 were higher (∼120 K) compared with those on mo
other dates (even for beams passing close to the nucleus)
that QH2O on this date was more than 2σ above the value pre
dicted by its heliocentric power law fit (Dello Russoet al.
2000). Our future excitation studies will search for such co
lations.

Our observed temperature profiles (Trot versusρ) can be com-
pared with what might be expected from modeled profiles
gas temperature in the coma, when radiative cooling by w
molecules is included in the calculations. A model de
loped by Bockel´ee-Morvan and Crovisier (1987) for compa

ison with observations of Comet Halley considered photoly
heating by fast H-atoms. Although they ignored heating fro

6 Our derived rotational temperatures appear to be insensitive to the mole
dipole moment. For example, the dipole moment for CO (µ = 0.11 Debye) is
very small relative to that for HCN (µ = 3.0 Debye; Lang 1980), yet we observ
Trot∼ 100 K (or somewhat higher) for each near Rh = 1 AU. This argues against
control of rotational level populations by fluorescent pumping and radia
decay, at least in the region of the coma sampled by our observations. Instea
dominant heating processes begin with destruction of water by solar ultrav
and extreme ultraviolet photons. Photolysis (UV photons) produces fast H-at
while photoionization (EUV photons) produces fast electrons. Both produ
cool mainly by collisions with neutral coma volatiles. Fast H-atoms lose th
energy mainly by inelastic momentum transfer, heating the coma by thermali
their excess kinetic energy. However, hot-electrons cool mainly by excitatio
electronic, rotation–vibration, and pure-rotation transitions in ambient spec
Ultimately, (radiative) rotational cooling of water thermostats the lowest ene
electrons to a temperature similar to the rotational spacing in the ortho-la
(∼100 cm−1, or∼70 K) (cf. Xie and Mumma 1992). Through collisions, thes
cool electrons control rotational excitation of other neutral species, such
CO and HCN. They eventually combine with ambient ions (mainly H3O+)
dissociatively, producing more fast H-atoms and still more heating.

7 Heating by electrons must occur through excitation of vibration and rotat
(with subsequent V-T and R-T relaxation). Clearly, kinetic heating by electr
will mainly act through collisions with water owing to its dominant abundan
and large dipole moment (and hence its large electron scattering cross sec
Other species will play a lesser role. However, low-energy electrons will th
mostat the water, and both will influence other species (through neutral–ne
or electron–neutral collisions).
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dust (arguing it would have neglegible effect for Halley; s
also Bockelée-Morvan 1987) and electron heating, their p
dicted values for gas kinetic temperature (Tgas) and outflow
speed were consistent with observations (Weaveret al. 1986,
Mummaet al.1986, Lämmerzahlet al.1987). Bockel´ee-Morvan
and Crovisier considered water production rates ranging f
1027 to 1030 molecules s−1. For QH2O approaching 1029 s−1

(and higher), their calculations predict an increase in Tgas from
∼10 K near 100 km from the nucleus (well within our PS
to typical values (several thousand km from the nucleus) wh
depend on QH2O: i.e., Tgas∼ 50 K near 1029 s−1, and Tgas∼80 K
near 1030 s−1. Extrapolating to water production rates∼1031 s−1

(as observed for Comet Hale-Bopp near Rh = 1 AU; Dello
Russoet al. 2000), values of 100 K or higher (as seen in o
profiles of rotational temperature for CO; Fig. 5) could
expected.

Further consideration of electron collisions is deferred t
future study, where we also will consider heating by dust.
will include analysis of step-map observations with the slit off
in the coma in directions perpendicular to its length (obtained
three dates) and parallel to its length (obtained on two dates)
perpendicular offset observations sample other parent mole
(e.g., H2O and C2H6) in addition to CO, and provide a two
dimensional picture of coma gas and (µm-sized) dust morpho
logy. The parallel offset (or “extended slit”) observations exte
our spatial coverage of CO emission to∼ 4–5× 104 km from
the nucleus.

Our mapping observations provide a measure of CO r
tional temperature along the slit at each position. These
will establish whether a correlation exists between region
enhanced CO emission in the coma (e.g., arising from
see below) and higher values of Trot. Our analysis to date sug
gests that such a correlation is possible (e.g., Figs. 5D and
right-hand panels). If verified, this could indicate that CO p
duced in the coma plays a role in heating the coma, for ex
ple through increased collisions with electrons. However,
is expected to be less efficient than collisions of electrons w
water, because of the small dipole moment of CO. Our s
mapping observations may also help to explain differences
in our temperature profiles on different dates, i.e., why we s
strong degree in heating on some dates, while it appears we
essentially absent on others. We do not yet understand the
of these differences.

DISTRIBUTION AND RELEASE OF CO

The overall spatial distribution of CO molecules in the co
is revealed by combining spatial profiles for lines that sa
ple a range of rotational states. Representative spatial pro
are shown for various heliocentric distances in Fig. 6. E
panel compares the distribution of CO emission with that fr
volatiles released solely from the nucleus (H2O or C2H6).
utralFigure 6A shows that the profiles for CO and C2H6 were of
similar extent near 2 AU preperihelion, while the dust displayed
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FIG. 6. Spatial profiles of CO emission in comet Hale-Bopp on three preperihelion (panels A–C) and three postperihelion (panels D–F) dates. Show
panel is the sum of line profiles sampling a range in rotational levels, thereby providing a measure of the overall CO distribution in the coma. Also shown are scaled
parent volatile (C2H6 or H2O, light trace), continuum (dashed trace) and stellar (“point spread function,” dotted trace) profiles. Note the change in app

between December and January CO profiles, which we take to signal the onset of the distributed source (see text for detailed discussion). This shows thepower of
combining high-spatial and high-spectral resolution, as afforded by CSHELL.
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pronounced asymmetry toward the anti-sunward hemisp
(perhaps because of solar radiation pressure). However, w
1.5 AU, the CO profile consistently exhibited a markedly mo
extended distribution than either water or dust in both east
west directions (Figs. 6B–6E). (An extended CO distribut
was also reported from independent CSHELL observati
of Comet Hale-Bopp obtained on UT 1997 March 05 (Rh =
1.03 AU preperihelion); Weaveret al.1999.) At 2.24 AU post-
perihelion, CO, C2H6, and dust were east–west symmetric a
their profiles had the same extent and shape (Fig. 6F). If CO w
released only from the nucleus, its profile should mimic tho
for native species such as H2O and C2H6. The much broader
extent for CO that appeared near (and persisted within) 1.5

of the Sun is suggestive of the presence of a second (distribu
source.
ere
ithin
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AU

Evidence of both native and distributed CO contributio
can be seen by examining the apparent “spherical” produc
rate (Q, molecules s−1) as a function of line-of-sight distanc
from the nucleus (Magee-Saueret al. 1999; Dello Russoet al.
1998, 2000). This may be derived from the intensity measure
a specific location, using the (idealized, but useful) assump
of uniform spherical outflow from the nucleus,

Q = 4π126Fline

hcν(τ6gline)l AU f (x)
, (2)

where1 (m) is the geocentric distance, hcν is the energy pe

ted)photon (J), andτ and gline are the CO photo-dissociation life-
time (s) and line fluorescence g-factor (photon s−1 molecule−1),
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respectively.8 The quantity f(x) represents the fraction of the
tal number of CO molecules contained within the sampled reg
(initially developed by Yamamoto (1982) for a circular nucleu
centered aperture; see Appendix of Hobanet al.1991 regarding
calculation of f(x) for square pixels lying along a slit). For offse
significantly smaller than one scale-length (vτ ), the function f(x)
(¿1) varies approximately asτ−1, hence our derived values o
Q are nearly independent of the assumed destruction lifetim
the observed species. The summations for Fline and gline extend
over the measured CO lines.

Spherical production rate curves (Q-curves) are generate
stepping a 1× 1 arcsecond aperture along the emission pro
(along the slit) and extracting Q at one arcsecond interval
“symmetrized” production rate is obtained by averaging Q e
and west of the nucleus (Fig. 7). Analogous Q-curves are
erated for dust by stepping along the corresponding contin
profile, assuming the scale length for dust to be long comp
with the projected length of the slit at the comet. Production r
derived in this manner invariably increase from a minimum
the nucleus to a steady-state (or terminal) value at some dis
from the nucleus. We take the terminal value to represent the
production rate (Table III). Through comparison with Q-curv
generated from a representative stellar profile convolved w
ρ−1 function (i.e., the convolved point spread function), we h
demonstrated that Q-curves for species having a purely n
source show an increase primarily because of seeing (e.g.,
(Dello Russoet al. 2001), hydrogen cyanide (HCN; Mage

8 We useτ (CO)= 1.335× 106 R2
h s (for quiet Sun conditions; Huebneret al.

1992), where Rh is in AU. The fluorescence efficiency gline = n1,J′AJ′,J′′ , where
n1,J′ is the fractional population of CO molecules in the upper state (v′ = 1, J′).
Since n1,J′ is a function of rotational temperature (see footnote 5, and also
visier 1987, Chin and Weaver 1984, Weaver and Mumma 1984), Q is also d
dent on Trot, although not strongly so provided the distribution of CO rotatio
levels is adequately sampled, as was the case for our Hale-Bopp observati
Tables I and III). The band g-factor represents the sum over all gline in both P- and
R-branches,

gband= n1,0A0,1 +
∑
J′>0

n1,J′ (A J′,J′+1 + A J′,J′−1),

where A0,1 is the transition probability for emission in the P1 line (P1 provid
the only means of testing the population in J′ = 0). AJ′,J′+1 and AJ′,J′−1 are
transition probabilities for emission in P- and R-branch lines, repectively, ha
a common upper state. The value of gband for CO (∼2.6× 10−4 photon s−1

molecule−1 at Rh = 1 AU, Chin and Weaver 1984) is independent of rotatio
temperature, except when the population is relaxed to J′′ = 0 and 1, such as
at very low rotational temperature (in which case detailed balancing mu
applied; see Chin and Weaver 1984 for details). The relation governing the
column density in v′ = 1 is approximated as

N1 ∼= N0 gband(AJ′ )
−1 = N0 g1,bandR

−2
h (AJ′ )

−1,

whereN0 is the column density in v= 0, gl,band is the 1− 0 band fluorescence
efficiency at 1 AU heliocentric distance, and AJ′ is the total transition probability
for ro-vibrational emission from a given upper state. AJ′ (≈33 s−1) is nearly
independent of J′, since SJ is independent of J′ when contributions from P- and

R-branch lines are summed. This value also holds for A0, even though relaxation
of this level can proceed only through P1 (i.e., A0 ≡ AP1).
I ET AL.
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FIG. 7. Production rate curves (Q-curves) for Comet Hale-Bopp, show
the measured Q as a function of line-of-sight (i.e., projected) distance from
nucleus. An aperture (1× 1 arcsecond) is stepped along the spatial profile of
and the flux is measured at each position. Production rates are calculated
the (symmetrized) line flux (F), and from the fraction of the total CO in the co
expected to be contained in the beam assuming production at the nucleu
uniform outflow in the coma [f(x) in Eq. (2)]. At each position (step), the avera
of Q east and west of the nucleus is plotted. QCO values are denoted by the symb
“x,” with 1σ error bars shown. For comparison, the corresponding continu
Q-curve (open squares) is also shown, generated by assuming a scale
for the dust which is large compared with the projected length of the slit a
comet. Each continuum Q-curve has been scaled to the level of the CO Q-
at the approximate distance from the nucleus where the CO emission bec
optically thin. In December 1996 (panel A, Rh = 2.02 AU), this distance falls
within the central pixel. In January 1997 (panel B, Rh = 1.49 AU), we estimate
this distance to occur∼1,800 km from the nucleus (see Appendix), and termin
values of Q-curves for scaled continuum (or H2O, open diamonds) and CO ar
in the ratio 0.49 (consistent with the ratio of native to total CO our analy
predicts for this Rh; Table III). This figure suggests a strong contribution from t
distributed CO component in January (excess of total CO over scaled contin
or water Q-curve) which was not present in the December data.

Saueret al.1999), or ethane (C2H6; Dello Russoet al.2001)).
Our Q-curves for CO outside Rh ∼ 2 AU are consistent with a
purely native source.

The evolution from a purely native source for CO to a com
nation of native and distributed components occurred betw
1996 December 11 (2.02 AU preperihelion) and 1997 Janu
21 (1.49 AU preperihelion) and is clearly seen by compar

Q-curves for these dates (Fig. 7). When release is solely from
the nucleus, the Q-curve reaches its terminal value quickly; in
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TABLE III
CO Production Rates in C/1995 O1 Hale-Bopp

UT Datea Rh ρ-rangeb Trot (K)c %v′ = 1d %Bandd QCO
e QNat

f QCO/QH2O
g QNat/QH2O

h QDist
i

1996
Jun 13.54–13.59 4.10 20 35.3 26.9 0.96± 0.15 0.96± 0.15 —
Sep 19.22–19.23 3.03 30 43.6 27.4 1.28± 0.26 1.28± 0.26 —
Dec 11.01–11.06 2.02 1.5–11.5 55± 9 64.6 33.9 2.98± 0.32 2.98± 0.32 —

(3.09–23.69)
1997
Jan 21.74–21.83 1.49 3.5–11.5 95± 4 83.7 50.0 10.78± 0.30 5.32 0.267± 0.029 0.131± 0.014 5.46± 0.40

(5.55–18.25)
Feb 23.99–24.01 1.11 3.5–11.5 122± 3 58.6 26.6 18.16± 0.75 8.83 0.241± 0.016 0.117± 0.008 9.33± 0.80

(4.00–13.14)
Mar 01.85–01.89 1.06 5.5–12.5 106± 4 79.3 40.7 19.80± 0.57 9.58 0.271± 0.011 0.131± 0.005 10.22± 0.63

(5.89–13.38)
Apr 09.88–09.93 0.93 5.5–12.5 110± 3 69.7 41.1 22.31± 1.35 12.06 0.276± 0.022 0.148± 0.012 10.25± 1.38

(5.77–13.10)
Apr 16.04–16.09 0.95 5.5–12.5 122± 3 43.5 23.1 24.69± 2.04 11.61 0.297± 0.028 0.139± 0.013 13.08± 2.06

(6.13–13.92)
Apr 30.09–30.15 1.05 3.5–11.5 102± 3 50.6 18.6 14.27± 1.00 9.74 0.222± 0.023 0.150± 0.015 4.53± 1.04

(4.46–14.65)
May 01.01–01.17 1.06 3.5–11.5 100± 4 70.8 30.5 17.93± 0.87 9.57 0.280± 0.024 0.149± 0.013 8.36± 0.91

(4.51–14.82)
Aug 08.80–08.91 2.24 1.5–10.5 54± 12 65.1 45.5 2.95± 0.37 2.95± 0.37 —

(3.17–22.17)
Sep 25.65–25.74 2.83 30 45.6 18.7 1.45± 0.33 1.45± 0.33 —

a Time interval over which CO observations included in the present analysis were obtained, in decimal UT date.
b Range of projected distancesρ over which the CO production rate was determined (i.e., the terminal portion of the Q-curve), in arcseconds, and in tho

of km (in parentheses).
c CO rotational temperature, measured over the terminal portion of the Q-curve, and averaged east and west of the nucleus. For the three dates (allh >

2.8 AU) not havingρ-values, the rotational distribution was not adequately sampled, hence Trot was adopted from Fig. 1 of Biveret al.1997, and an uncertainty
in rotational temperature (±5K, 1σ ) has been included in calculating QCO for these dates.

d “%v′ = 1′′ is the percentage of the upper vibrational state population sampled by the measured CO lines at rotational temperature Trot. “%Band” is the percentage
of the total COv= 1− 0 band g-factor (∼2.6× 10−4 photon s−1 molecule−1) represented by the lines measured, also at Trot. Thus, for example at Trot = 20 K, our
1996 June 13 observations of the P1 and P2 lines sampled 35 percent of the population in v′ = 1, and their combined g-factor was (0.269)(2.6× 10−4)(4.1)−2 ∼
4.2× 10−6 photon s−1 molecule−1.

e Total observed CO production rate (1029 molecules s−1). For each date, Q was calculated line-by-line using g-factors appropriate to the derived rotat
temperature. QCO represents the average for all lines observed, and listed uncertainties represent 1σ errors. For Rh > 2 AU, where only native CO was seen, this
is dominated by the stochastic error. For Rh < 1.5 AU, line-to-line variations in derived Q generally dominate the stochastic error, and henceσ . In all cases Q
incorporates 14–20 points per line, and multiple lines per date (cf. Fig. 7). Since we rely on terminal Q-curve values, this method is independent of possible effects
in the inner coma (e.g., CO optical depth; see Appendix).

f Production rate for that fraction of the total CO stored as ice in the nucleus (1029 molecules s−1). On the dates for which (1σ ) uncertainties are listed, the
spatial profile of CO emission was consistent with aρ−1 distribution convolved with the instrumental point spread function, suggesting that only the native
source was active at heliocentric distances Rh > 2AU. For Rh < 1.5 AU (Jan 21–May 01), we list values extrapolated from the “native” fit (see Fig. 8), and assu
a 1σ uncertainty of±0.030× 1029 for each point, corresponding to the approximate RMS scatter about the fit.

g Total QCO relative to H2O (water production rates after Dello Russoet al.2000). The mean total CO mixing ratio for these dates was 0.241± 0.009.
h Inferred production of native CO relative to H2O, based on the (extrapolated) native CO heliocentric fit (Fig. 8). The mean value for these dates was 0.±

0.004. Thus, the mean fractional abundance of native CO to total CO was 51± 3%.
i Production rate for that fraction of the total CO produced in the coma, 1029 molecules s−1. QDistr is represented by the difference between total and extrapolat
c 30 −1.57±0.41
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native CO contributions (columns g and h, respectively), and obeys a helio
1029 molecules s−1 about the fit. While active, the mean derived production

this case the Q-curves for CO and dust have similar sh
(Fig. 7A). However, when both native and distributed sour
are present (as is the case for CO, Fig. 7B), the Q-curve rea
its terminal value farther from the nucleus. The ratio of con
butions from native and distributed sources may be estimate
comparing the Q-curve for CO with those generated from p

files of purely native species (Fig. 7B). The Q-curves shown
water and dust represent proxies for the native CO source alo
entric power law QDistr = (1.02× 10 ) Rh with 1σ RMS scatter of±1.44×
ate relative to H2O for distributed CO was QDistr/QH2O = 0.117± 0.022.
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and they provide additional support for the existence of b
distributed and native sources of CO in Comet Hale-Bopp
Rh < 1.5 AU.

Since our model assumes constant outflow velocity, acce
tion in the intermediate coma could influence the shapes
our Q-curves. Can this account for the observed behavio
for
ne,
the Q-curves for CO within∼1.5 AU of the Sun? The gas
outflow velocity (vgas) in Comet Halley (at Rh∼ 0.90 AU
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postperihelion) was nearly constant (0.80± 0.05 km s−1) be-
tween distances of approximately 1,000 km and 4,000 km fr
the nucleus, but vgasincreased by∼25 percent between 4,000 km
and 20,000 km (L¨ammerzahlet al. 1987). We tested the sens
tivity of our retrievals to such acceleration by assuming a sim
velocity increase for Hale-Bopp; only modest enhancemen
QCO (∼3–4% at 1.49 AU, and∼6–8% near perihelion) were
obtained.

Based on the neutral gas acceleration predicted by a dust
hydrodynamic model run for our observations at Rh = 1.49 AU
(D. Boice, personal communication; see also Boiceet al.1998,
Boice and Watanabe 1999), we expect inclusion of a n
uniform gas velocity profile to have little effect on our retriev
production rates. This is because the initial steep increas
vgas occurs within about 100 km of the nucleus, and this
well within our PSF. Our determination of QCO is most sen-
sitive to the region 5–20× 104 km from the nucleus, yet this
model predicts (as do other coma models; see also Bockeee-
Morvan and Crovisier 1987, Combiet al.1999) a more gradua
acceleration between about 100 km and 2–3× 104 km from the
nucleus, beyond which the acceleration increases more ste
We therefore expect nonuniform outflow velocities to introdu
only small corrections to our retrieved production rates. Gas
celeration will be incorporated into our future work, for not on
refining production rates, but also for further assessment of
tical depth effects (see Appendix), and for studies of obser
asymmetry in the outflow.

Regardless of the magnitude of these refinements, Q-cu
for species released at the nucleus (e.g., H2O and native CO)
should be affected similarly by acceleration. The Q-curves
water and dust are nearly identical in shape, but they di
greatly from those of CO inside 1.5 AU heliocentric distan
(Fig. 7B). While acceleration could introduce small increase
our retrieved gas production rates, another cause must be s
for the strong difference between Q-curves for water and C
Again, this suggests the presence of a distributed source
CO, similar to that found for 1P/Halley (Eberhardtet al.1987,
Eberhardt 1999).

HELIOCENTRIC DEPENDENCE

The dependence of total CO production rate on heliocen
distance can also be used to discriminate native and distrib
sources of CO in Comet Hale-Bopp, and to estimate the co
butions from each (Fig. 8). Our production rates for Rh > 2 AU
are consistent with QNat = 1.06× 1030Rh

−1.76±0.26 molecules
s−1. We take this to represent the (purely) native contribution
total CO, based on the similar spatial shapes for CO and pa
volatile profiles (e.g., C2H6 or H2O; cf Fig. 6). This heliocen-
tric dependence is consistent with that derived for H2O using
the same instrument and approach, and analysis of our w
profiles supports its release primarily as a parent volatile fr

the nucleus (Dello Russoet al. 2000). A similar heliocentric
dependence was found for large (mm-sized) dust over the ra
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FIG. 8. Heliocentric dependence of CO production rates in comet Ha
Bopp, with error bars indicating 1σ uncertainties. The preperihelion discontin
uous increase in QCO between 2.0 and 1.5 AU is evident. A least squares line
fit to dates with Rh > 2 AU is used to approximate the contribution from nativ
CO (short-dashes); this has a power law slope of−1.76± 0.26. A fit to dates
with Rh < 2 AU (long-dashes) reveals a similar slope (−1.66± 0.22). These
fits imply values at Rh = 1 AU of (1.06± 0.44)× 1030 and (2.07± 0.20)×
1030 molecules s−1, respectively. Values of QH2O obey a power law fit with
slope= −1.88± 0.18 (Dello Russoet al.2000). We take this similarity in he-
liocentric dependence to indicate that the overall (long-term) release of na
CO, of the distributed CO “parent” species, and of water are all controlled
sublimation of the same nuclear ice (see text). Extrapolating the Rh > 2 AU
fit to smaller heliocentric distances permits an estimate of contributions fr
the two CO sources (Table III). The relative dust production obeys a m
steeper power law (−3.62± 0.13), and exhibits no discontinuity between 2.
and 1.5 AU comparable to that seen for CO. This indicates that the onse
distributed CO cannot be explained in terms of increased dust production a
rather a thermal threshold for release of the distributed parent seems likely.
vertical solid line (indicated byq) marks the perihelion distance for Hale-Bop
(0.914 AU).

0.9 AU < Rh < 2.5 AU (Jewitt and Matthews 1999), and thes
larger particles represent the bulk of the total dust mass los
Hale-Bopp (this differs from the heliocentric dependence
production ofµm-sized dust; see below).

A separate fit for Rh < 2 AU [QCO = 2.07× 1030R−1.66±0.22
h ]

shows the same heliocentric dependence, and is displaced a
the “native” fit by a factor of∼2. Thus, our data suggest nativ
and distributed sources contribute about equally to the to
CO production in Comet Hale-Bopp within 1.5 AU of the Su
(Table III). We note that our estimated native QCO values for
Rh < 1.5 AU (based on extrapolation of the native fit to small
Rh) are consistent with those inferred from our scaled (co
tinuum or water) Q-curves. For example, in Fig. 7B the tw
innermost points for CO lie somewhat below the correspond
continuum points. This is consistent with some degree of opt
trapping in the CO lines along lines-of-sight near the nucle
nge
however, this has only a minor influence on our measured pro-
duction rates for CO since these are based on signal taken much
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farther from the nucleus, where opacity effects are minimal (e
over the rangeρ ∼ 5,500− 18,000 km on UT 1997 January 2
see Appendix).

We also examined our data for evidence of a sudden ch
in (µm-sized) dust production within 2 AU of the Sun, sim
ilar to that seen for CO. Had a second nuclear vent bec
activated between 1.5 and 2 AU, a step-like increase in
production might be expected. The relative production ofµm-
sized dust (Qdust) was determined from our measured continu
flux density Fν (watts m−2/cm−1) after distinguishing contribu
tions from grain thermal emission [Fν(th)] and scattered sun
light (see Table III of DiSantiet al. 1995 for formalism). We
used our spectroscopic observations near 2.0, 3.35, and 4.7µm,
for this analysis. Qdust is dependent upon the surface area
µm-sized grains, which represent a very small fraction of
total dust mass. Values for Qdust are given by Fν(th)/Bν(Tdust),
averaged over CO settings. The Planck function Bν(T) varies
asν3/[exp(hcν/kT)− 1], and we take T(K)≡ Tdust= 400R−0.5

h
based on thermal infrared (λ∼ 10µm) observations of Come
Hale-Bopp by Woodenet al. (1999).

Our observed Qdust obeys a considerably steeper power l
(R−3.62±0.13

h ; see Fig. 8) than does the release of CO, H2O, or
mm-sized dust, but it is close to the power law we estimate fo
10-µm dust (∼R−3.35

h , based on thermal continuum intensiti
reported by Woodenet al.1999). (Our derived heliocentric de
pendence for Qdust is steeper than that reported in DiSantiet al.
1999 (R−2.73±0.12

h ), since there we assumed Tdust= 329R−0.53
h

based on infrared measurements of Comet Halley (Greenet al.
1986).) We see no discontinuous increase in the productio
micron-sized dust between Rh = 2.0 and 1.5 AU that might cor
relate with the jump seen for CO (Fig. 8), nor do we see a disc
tinuity in ethane production, which we measured over the ra
0.92≤ Rh ≤ 2.83 AU (Dello Russoet al.2001). Although sev-
eral lines of evidence support this interpretation, some cau
in interpreting heliocentric dependences should be exercise
a result of significant gaps in our heliocentric coverage of Co
Hale-Bopp.

The amount of CO produced in the coma (QDistr) is represented
by the difference between QCO measured for each date (for Rh <

2 AU) and the value taken from the extrapolated power law
to the native source (QCO for Rh > 2 AU) (see Table III). This
difference (QDistr = 1.02× 1030 R−1.57±0.41

h ) obeys a power law
consistent with that found for water (Dello Russoet al. 2000),
native CO, and mm-sized dust particles (Jewitt and Matth
1999).

RELATIVE CO ABUNDANCE

The heliocentric dependences derived for native CO and
tributed CO agree with that found for water. Hence, we infe
nearly constant mixing ratio (relative to H2O) for CO contained
as ice in the nucleus, and also for the progenitor(s) of distribu

CO in Comet Hale-Bopp. In Table III, we list the productio
rates of total CO (QCO), of QNat, and of QDistr. When averaged
OMET HALE-BOPP 379
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over the range Rh = 1.49 AU preperihelion through 1.06 AU
postperihelion, the mixing ratios for QCO and QNat are 24.1±
0.9 percent and 12.4± 0.4 percent, respectively (Table III). Thi
indicates that approximately one-half (51± 3 percent) of the to-
tal carbon monoxide is present as CO ice in the nucleus. The
rived mixing ratio for the distributed component alone is 11.7±
2.2 percent.

Nature of the Distributed CO

The difference between Q-curves for CO andµm-sized dust
or H2O (cf Figs. 7B and A4) approximates the Q-curve for t
distributed component alone. The production of distributed
reaches its terminal value at a projected distanceρ ∼ 6–7×
103 km from the nucleus when Rh = 1.49 AU (see also Fig. A4),
and atρ ∼ 5× 103 km when Rh = 1.06 AU. These projected
distances approximate the scale for release of distributed
however, they should be considered lower limits for the sc
length of its projenitor species. Determination of the proje
tor scale length requires modeling the coma outflow (includ
asymmetries), and consideration of observing geometry. T
should include a rigorous treatment of the volume emission
at each point along the beam and a three-dimensional out
model. This is deferred to a future paper, which will incorpor
our coma step-mapping observations (see above). We ex
such modeling to have relatively little effect on our retriev
production rate for native CO, yet it may provide significa
improvements to our understanding of the distributed sourc

Our derived production rates for CO and water exhibit sca
about their respective heliocentric power law fits (Fig. 8), a
that scatter contains information about short-term variation
cometary activity. We first remove longer term changes (i.e., w
heliocentric distance) by expressing therelativeproduction rates
(Qrel = Q/Qfit), where Qfit is taken from the appropriate powe
law fit. The scatter in Qrel then is a meaningful measure of (pr
portional) short-term variability (Fig. 9). Two parameters are
interest—the stochastic measurement error (σs) and the variance
about the fit (σv) (Table IV). The scatter associated with the ind
vidual stochastic measurement errors (σs ≡ (6σ 2

i )1/2) approxi-
mates the stochastic error associated with each distribution.
scatter derived from the weighted variance of each point fr
the fit (σv≡ (N/(N− 1))1/2(6(Qrel,i −Qrel,mean)2/σ 2

i )1/2/(61
i /

σ 2
i )1/2) expresses the degree to which the measurements de

from the power law fit. Their ratio (σv/σs) is a measure of the
degree to which stochastic errors alone contribute to the v
ance. Theσi (error bars in Fig. 9) approximate the (1σ ) stochastic
error associated with point ‘i’, N is the total number of poin
(i.e., dates on which Q was measured), Qrel,meanis the weighted
mean value of Qrel (Qrel,mean∼ 1.0), and the summations ru
from i = 1 to N. Thus,σv/σs provides a measure of the actu
scatter of each distribution relative to its stochastic error.

Results are given in Table IV. For the five dates with Rh >

2 AU (when only the native CO component was present),

nfor the ten dates on which we measured H2O (all within Rh =
1.5 AU; Dello Russoet al. 2000),σv/σs < 1; i.e., we see no
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evidence for short term variability in either water within 2 AU
or native CO beyond 2 AU. However,σv/σs > 1 for CO within
1.5 AU, both for total CO (the sum of native and distribute
sources; Fig. 9A) and for the distributed component alone (QDistr;
Fig. 9B). Taken together with the variable and frequently co
plex structure exhibited by our spatial profiles for CO (see, e
Fig. 6D), this apparent increased variability could result fro
nonuniformities in the source function for the distributed com
ponent (see below).

DISCUSSION

Because of its high volatility, CO is a sensitive indicator
the degree of heating experienced in the nebula and proto-s
environment. A comparison of our derived mixing ratio for C

FIG. 9. Derived production rates of total CO (x’s), water (open diamond
and distributed CO (filled diamonds), divided by their respective heliocen
power law fits from Fig. 8. Panel A: x’s refer to purely native CO outsid
Rh = 2 AU, and to combined native plus distributed CO within 1.5 AU. Pan
B: x’s are identical to those in panel A outside 2 AU. Filled diamonds repres
QDistr divided by 1.02× 1030 R−1.57

h (see text). Open diamonds in both pane
correspond to our measured QH2O divided by 8.35× 1030 R−1.88

h (Dello Russoet
al. 2000). Error bars indicate 1σ uncertainties, and include stochastic noise pl
line-to-line variations in derived Q. For CO outside 2 AU, and for H2O, the RMS
of the distribution lies within 1σ of the fit, hence the observed scatter is consiste
with the stochastic error. For CO inside 1.5 AU the observed RMS domina
the stochastic error (see Table IV). This could be related to nonuniform struc
in the distributed component, for example, CO-enriched jets superimposed

more diffuse background of CO emission (see text).
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TABLE IV
Variability of CO Water Production in Comet Hale-Boppa

Speciesa Nb σs
c σv

d σv/σs
e

Native CO alone (Rh > 2 AU) 5 0.168 0.108 0.643
H2O 10 0.077 0.066 0.857
Total CO (Rh < 2 AU) 7 0.053 0.092 1.713
Distributed CO 7 0.112 0.169 1.510

a The derived production rate for each species on each date has been d
by Qfit taken from its heliocentric power law fit, to revealrelative variability.
“Native CO alone” refers to that observed outside Rh = 2AU, for which our
observations indicate that the distributed source was not active. Values for2O
were calculated from production rates (and associated 1σ uncertainties) in Dello
Russoet al.2000. “Total CO” refers to combined native and distributed sour
within 2 AU of the Sun. “Distributed CO” pertains to the difference betwe
QCO and the “native” fit extrapolated to Rh < 2 AU, as discussed in the text.

b Number of dates on which the species was observed.
c Root-mean-square deviation of relative production rates about the c

sponding heliocentric power law fit, based on the magnitude of the error ba
Fig. 8 (which approximate associated 1σ stochastic errors): [σs ≡ (6σ 2

i )1/2].
d Root-mean-square deviation of relative production rates about the c

sponding heliocentric power law fit, based on the actual variance of each
weighted by its errors:[

σv ≡ (N/(N − 1))1/2
(
6(Qrel,i −Qrel,mean)

2/σ 2
i

)1/2/(
61/σ 2

i

)1/2]
.

e Measure of the actual scatter of each distribution, relative to that pred
solely from the error bars.σv/σs < 1 indicates that the mean RMS scatter li
within 1σ of the fit; this is the case for water and native CO. For CO wit
Rh < 2 AU, the mean scatter lies outside 1σ of the fit. This could result from
nonuniform structure of the distributed component, for example CO-enric
jets in the coma (see text for further discussion).

in the nucleus of Comet Hale-Bopp with the CO mixing ra
observed for ices in star-forming regions can provide inform
tion regarding the processing history of the precometary i
Our derived value of QNat/QH2O (0.12) places it within the in
termediate region (zone II) in Fig. 7 of Chiaret al. 1998. Our
value is comparable to the mixing ratio of (nonpolar) CO
found in the envelopes of low-mass protostellar sources s
as L1489 IRS and Elias 18, whose 4.7µm absorption spectr
have been fitted with ratios of nonpolar CO/polar CO∼ 2.6 and
1.5, respectively (Chiaret al.1998). Our derived QNat/QH2O is
substantially higher than values observed close to young
(for which little or no CO is typically seen), but is slightly lowe
than that observed in more quiescent cloud regions (e.g., to
the background field stars El 16 or CK 2), for which nonp
lar CO/H2O∼ 0.2–0.6. Our results therefore suggest that
precometary ices which were incorporated into the nucleu
Hale-Bopp were relatively unprocessed in the solar nebula; h
ever, some depletion of CO during their evolution from the n
interstellar dense cloud core cannot be ruled out.

If the onset of distributed CO emission were related to
creased dust release as the comet approached perihelion, a
increase similar to that observed for QCO between 2.0 and 1.5 AU
would be expected for the dust. While QCO follows two distinct
distributions, one for R< 2 AU and one for R> 2 AU, Q ap-

pears to fit a single distribution with no such jump near (or inside)
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2 AU (Fig. 8). The production of mm-sized dust likewise is ch
acterized by a single distribution (Jewitt and Matthews 199

Thus, the onset of distributed CO emission cannot be
plained by increased dust production alone. Rather, it is pla
ble that a threshold (most likely thermal) is reached for rele
of the species giving rise to additional CO in the coma. We n
that the same power law dependence (∼R−1.7

h ) exhibited by QCO

for both Rh < 2 AU and Rh > 2 AU suggests that release of t
“parent” giving rise to distributed CO is controlled by sublim
tion of the same nuclear ice that controls release of native
and water over the range in heliocentric distance covered b
observations. Note that this similarity in heliocentric behav
does not preclude the existence of one or more vents enrich
CO or in CO-containing material (such as CHON grains). S
limation of such CO-rich pockets may be responsible for
complex morphology observed in our long-slit profiles of C
emission in Comet Hale-Bopp (see below).

Our results differ from those obtained at millimeter wa
lengths in which CO production showed little change betw
Rh ∼ 3 AU and 1.6 AU preperihelion but resumed a steep
crease (∼R−4.5

h ) for Rh < 1.6 AU (Biver et al. 1997). Biver
et al.attributed this behavior to CO sublimation from decrea
depths in the nucleus following the onset of direct H2O subli-
mation. While this may be a contributing effect, our spatially
solved observations demonstrate that accelerated product
the native component cannot totally explain the increase (ne
4-fold) in QCO we observe between 2.02 and 1.49 AU preper
lion. Production from a distributed source is clearly evident,
appears to rival production of native CO within Rh∼ 1.5 AU.

Compared with native ices, the apparent production of
changes more rapidly with heliocentric distance (Fig. 8) but
actually reflects the changing grain surface area. Our contin
measurements (and those of Woodenet al. 1999) are sensitive
to a population of grains having sizes∼1–10µm. If volatile and
refractory components are mixed uniformly in the nucleus,
steeper power law exhibited for production ofµm-sized dust
(R−3.6

h ; Fig. 8) compared with the production of mm-sized pa
cles (R−1.7

h ; Jewitt and Matthews 1999) most likely results fro
increasing dust grain fragmentation with decreasing helioce
distance. Icy “glue” vaporized at higher dust temperatures c
cause higher apparent dust production by virtue of increase
diating surface area after grain fragmentation. Distributed
could be produced (released) during the fragmentation pro
however, we see no obvious correlation between regions o
coma exhibiting enhanced CO emission, and regions of hi
continuum intensity (see below), either in our images thro
the CVF near 2.2µm (Fig. 1) and 3.5µm, or in the 4.7-µm
continuum sampled in our CO spectral observations.

The higher variability we observe in QDistr (relative to QH2O

or QNat; see above), coupled with the observed complex (
variable) structure of our CO profiles, suggests possible co
butions from a relatively isotropic native source and one or m

sources which appear to be directed (focused) to some ext
For example, these “focused” contributions could originate fro
OMET HALE-BOPP 381
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pockets of CO-enriched material (e.g., CHON grains) relea
from distinct regions of the nucleus. The degree of focusing
tablishes the resulting morphology, ranging for example fr
“jets” to a more fanned out distribution of CO in the com
Interferometric observations of the CO (2-1) rotational line
UT 1997 March 11 (Rh = 0.99 AU preperihelion) show evi-
dence for rotating CO jets (Winket al.1999; Henryet al.2000).

Our CO data consistently reveal the presence of both na
and distributed CO emission within 1.5 AU of the Sun, with t
peak CO column density frequently displaced from that of
thermal continuum (cf. Figs. 6B–6D). The complex nature
our CO profiles may result from jets superimposed on a m
symmetric (although extended) profile (see, e.g., Fig. 6D),
the enhanced scatter in QDistr could result, at least in part, from
CO-enriched jets intersecting our slit.

Both the intensity and direction of the asymmetric outflo
should be linked to the rotation of Comet Hale-Bopp. Mod
ing of our observations must therefore include asymmetric o
flow in the coma (e.g., Xie and Mumma 1996b) in addition
symmetric outflow, and must incorporate both photochemis
and cometocentric variations in gas velocity and tempera
(Bockelée-Morvan and Crovisier 1987, Boiceet al. 1990, Xie
and Mumma 1996a, Combi 1996).

It is possible that all distributed CO originates in CHON-ri
regions of the nucleus. Any volatiles released from CHON gra
should initially follow a directed outward flow, and those r
leased closer to the nucleus would be more efficiently isotrop
into the diffuse coma by virtue of higher gas densities and th
fore higher collision rates. CO released within our typical PSF
1–2 arcsec (∼1,000–2,000 km near closest approach to Ea
would be indistinguishable from the native CO source. Ho
ever, CO released from grains at large cometocentric dista
could more easily retain a directed flow and could produce
superimposed structure seen in our CO profiles.

The relatively abrupt onset of the distributed CO source
consistent with a thermal threshold for destruction of such gra
in the coma. If the CHON-grain temperature follows that of t
µm-sized grains responsible for the continuum flux we obse
the destruction threshold temperature would lie in the ra
280–325 K. Super-heating of submicron-sized grains (e.g
Tgrain∼ 500 K or higher; Greenberg and d’Hendecourt 198
was proposed to explain the observed onset (and cessation)2

production near Rh = 2 AU in some (although not the majorit
of) comets (Combi and Fink 1997). A similar phenomenon co
be responsible for release of distributed CO (or its progeni
in Comet Hale-Bopp.

We expect production rates derived from large beam obse
tions to agree with our results for total CO production. The to
CO abundance reported by Bockel´ee-Morvanet al.2000 (23%
relative to H2O) is consistent with our result for total QCO within
1.5 AU of the Sun (24± 1%). However, our results show tha
only one-half (∼51%) of the total CO is contained as ice in th

ent.
m
nucleus, the remainder being produced as a distributed source
in the coma.
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purely native origin (e.g., HO, HCN, or CH ). This is true even
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What is the nature of the released material which gives
to additional CO in the coma? In Comet Hally, most (>95% of
all) formaldehyde was produced from an extended source,
the total production rate of formaldehyde was∼7.5% relative
to water, comparable to the amount of CO produced from
distributed source (see Eberhardt 1999 and referneces the
Thus, monomeric formaldehyde could account for all of
distributed CO in Comet Halley.

Monomeric formaldehyde (H2CO) has a photo-dissociatio
lifetime of∼5× 103 s at 1 AU (Huebneret al.1992), or a scale-
length of∼5,500 km (for 1.1 km s−1 outflow velocity). Our
Q-curves for CO near Rh = 1 AU reach their terminal value
near this projected distance from the nucleus (see above). I
ferometric maps of Comet Hale-Bopp indicate that at least 9
of all H2CO is produced in the coma (Winket al.1999). If H2CO
were the precursor to extended CO in Comet Hale-Bopp, t
an abundance H2CO/H2O∼ 12% would be required, somewh
higher than in Comet Halley. However, the relative abundanc
H2CO in Hale-Bopp near 1 AU from the Sun was only∼1.1%
relative to water (Biveret al. 1997, 1999b; Bockel´ee-Morvan
et al.2000), which is an order of magnitude smaller than our p
duction rate for distributed CO. This H2CO abundance is base
on flux contained within a beam of radius 10,000–20,000 k
similar to the range covered by our slit, and assumes produc
from a distributed source (Bockel´ee-Morvanet al. 2000). The
relative abundance would be even smaller were formaldeh
released as a native source at the nucleus. Thus, it appear
formaldehyde can be at most a very minor source of distribu
CO in Hale-Bopp.

It would be interesting to compare the amount of distribu
CO contained in regions of enhanced (nonisotropic) emiss
with QH2CO; however, this is beyond the scope of the pres
paper. It would also be interesting to search for possible corr
tions between regions of enhanced CO emission revealed b
observations, and observed CN or C2 emission arising from jets
(Lederer 2000, Ledereret al.2000). In Comet Halley, approxi
mately one-half of the CN was concentrated in jets, the other
resulting from photodissociation of one or more parent spe
(Klavetter and A’Hearn 1994, A’Hearnet al. 1986). However,
the jets of CN were not correlated with the jets of small d
grains seen at visible wavelengths, similar to our observed
of a correlation between the morphology of CO andµm-sized
dust in the coma of Comet Hale-Bopp. A comparison of d
tributed CO with CN in Hale-Bopp could reveal whether bo
are produced from a common source, such as CHON grain

SUMMARY

Our long-slit spectroscopic observations of CO emission
Comet Hale-Bopp have permitted a detailed study of line-
line excitation in the coma at high angular resolution. With
Rh ∼ 1.5 AU, our results support a dual-source nature for C
production, similar to that seen in Comet Halley during t

Giotto spacecraft encounter. We infer a total (native plus d
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tributed) CO production rate of 24± 1% relative to water, with
approximately half of the observed CO contained in the nucle
ice, and half produced in the coma. The abundance of native C
ice (QNat/QH2O = 12.4± 0.4%) is consistent with that observed
in some embedded low-mass protostellar objects. This sugge
relatively little processing of the constitutent ices prior to inco
poration into Comet Hale-Bopp; however, the broad range
CO:H2O observed in quiescent clouds (∼0.2–0.6) prevents firm
conclusions to be drawn in this regard.

In comet Halley, the production rates of native and distribute
CO were 3.5% and 7.5% respectively, perhaps suggesting so
what greater processing of its precometary ices. We stress t
within 1.5 AU of the Sun, we do not directly measure the amou
of native CO in Comet Hale-Bopp. Our inferred values for QNat

within 1.5 AU are based on an extrapolation of (native) CO pro
duction rates at Rh > 2 AU to smaller distances. We feel this
interpretation is valid, based on the similar heliocentric depe
dence exhibited for production of native CO, water, ethane a
mm-sized dust particles. Furthermore, when our Q-curves
CO and H2O at 1.49 AU pre-perihelion are corrected for attenu
ation of the solar pump along the line of sight, these support o
claim of approximately equal contributions from native and dis
tributed sources of CO. Further refinements must await a detai
investigation of our CO profiles on other dates of observatio
including acceleration of and asymmetries in the outflow.

Comparison of relative CO line intensities has allowed a me
sure of the rotational temperature distribution in the coma. W
see an increase in Trot with increasing line-of-sight distance from
the nucleus, and this is most pronounced near perihelion (with
Rh ∼ 1.1 AU). We attribute this to photolytic heating of the am
bient gas by fast H-atoms and/or by electrons in the coma (bo
of which are produced primarily by photo-destruction of H2O).
We observe a similar effect for HCN in Hale-Bopp (Magee
Saueret al. 1999), and this may indicate a prominent role fo
collisions by electrons in maintaining rotational populations i
the coma. However, the temperature profile for CO varies fro
day to day. For example, the gradient of Trot versusρ is very
pronounced on some dates (e.g., April 09.9, Fig. 5E), while
times the profile is quite flat (e.g., February 24, Fig. 5C). Th
is not yet understood.

The onset of distributed CO production occurred betwee
Rh = 2.02 (11 December 1996) and 1.49 AU (21 January 199
preperihelion. Two lines of evidence support this conclusio
(i) Within Rh = 1.5 AU, our CO spatial profiles were consis-
tently very broad compared with those of native volatiles and t
continuum, retaining considerable intensity in the far wings ne
the ends of the slit. This was not seen on dates for which Rh >

2 AU. (ii) The total CO production rate increased sharply be
tween 2.0 and 1.5 AU preperihelion. The production rate grow
curves for CO inside 1.5 AU reached their terminal values rel
tively far from the nucleus compared with those for CO outsid
2 AU from the Sun, or compared with those for volatiles having
is-
2 2 6

after correcting our Q-curves for opacity effects. Also, these
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CO EMISSION IN C

terminal values for CO within 1.5 AU were well above tho
for (scaled) Q-curves of dust or native volatiles. Once act
distributed CO emission was consistently present at all sma
heliocentric distances observed. Postperihelion, the distrib
source was still active at Rh = 1.06 AU, but was inactive at
2.24 AU and 2.83 AU. Closure of the IRTF for approximate
three months (May through July 1997) prevented determ
tion of the heliocentric distance at which the distributed sou
became inactive.

The relatively abrupt onset of CO production in the com
suggests a thermal threshold rather than a photochemical
nomenon to explain its initiation. The enhanced CO p
duction and more extended spatial distribution were not
companied by an abrupt change in production of either la
(mm-sized) or small (∼1–10µm-sized) dust particles, as migh
occur had a second vent become activated. The abrupt ons
distributed CO suggests that release of its source molecu
from smaller grains (e.g., CHON particles) heated above s
threshold temperature may be important. Comparison with g
models suggests a threshold temperature of∼500 K (Greenberg
and d’Hendecourt 1985). Monomeric formaldehyde can c
tribute at most a minor fraction of distributed CO in Com
Hale-Bopp.

Once it began, production of CO from the precursor procee
with constant efficiency. Based on the analysis presented in
paper, the ratio of native to distributed CO remained appro
mately constant. This suggests that the mixing ratio of the p
cursor species (in the nucleus) was uniform relative to wa
and that production of distributed CO was likely dominated b
diffuse source in the coma (whether or not it originated in je
Within Rh = 1.5 AU, CO production exhibited larger varianc
than can be explained by stochastic noise alone (QH2O did not
show a similar increase). This difference may be linked to
structurally complex and variable nature observed for the s
tial profiles of CO. It could be indicative of CO-enriched je
superimposed on a more uniform background of CO produc
in the coma.

The measurement of spatially resolved rotational temp
tures and production rates for cometary volatiles represen
powerful tool for detailed studies of the coma. The free spec
range of CSHELL is such that two CO lines are encompas
per grating setting, hence the rotational population distribu
can be sampled with a few judiciously chosen settings. Howe
this occurs at the expense of temporal resolution, since tim
required to re-tune the grating and this affects the results
tained in the case of rapid activity variations. This is especi
true when the various CO settings required are interspersed
settings which sample other parent volatiles.

Excitation studies in cometary comae can be improved w
the use of cross-dispersed echelle spectrometers incorpor
large format (1024× 1024-pixel) InSb detectors. The prototyp
of this new-generation instrumentation is NIRSPEC, a rece

commissioned facility spectrometer at the Keck II 10-meter tel
scope (McLeanet al.1998, McLean 2000). This instrument per
MET HALE-BOPP 383
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mits characterization of the rotational distribution of molecu
band systems in a single exposure. In 1999, NIRSPEC was
to observe Comet C/1999 H1 (Lee), and eight lines (P3 thro
R4) of CO were encompassed simultaneously in a single or
as were sixteen lines (P9 through R6) of HCN in a second o
(Mumma et al. 2001). Such instrumentation will be used f
studies of production rates and related time-varying phenom
in future active comets.

APPENDIX: CO OPTICAL DEPTH

Our analysis indicates that approximately equal amounts of CO arose
native and distributed sources (within Rh = 1.5 AU), and the scale for the latte
source was∼5000–7000 km. We now ask whether optical depth effects co
affect the apparent shapes of our Q-curves for CO within 1.5 AU of the S
particularly for lines-of-sight close to the nucleus.

First, we note that the line-center optical depths are comparable for the p
ing transitions of H2O and CO lines used in our work. However, only the Q-cur
for CO shows the gradual rise indicative of a distributed source. The Q-c
for water rises quickly to its terminal value, like that of dust (which is known
be optically thin). The data themselves therefore demonstrate that optical d
effects are not likely to account for the strong difference in behavior exhib
by the Q-curves for water and CO.

Next, we explicitly consider opacity effects in the coma of Comet Hale-Bo
If CO lines do become optically thick in the inner coma, the corresponding po
on the Q-curve could fall below the (true) values they would exhibit un
optically thin conditions, and this could in principle mimic the presence o
distributed source. A general treatment must address opacity effects for the
pump photons and for the emitted photons separately. Here, we show th
latter effect is entirely negligible, and that the former effect introduces (at m
a small correction to the retrieved production rates. We demonstrate that o
depth effects do not significantly influence our retrieved global production ra
nor our conclusion regarding the presence of a significant distributed sourc
CO.

We consider first the fate of emitted photons. Although emitted CO quanta
subject to scattering in the coma, they are not thermalized during this pro
(i.e., converted to heat). CO in the coma resides almost entirely in the lo
vibrational level (v′′ = 0), and its rotational distribution is well characterize
by a rotational temperature (see text). If excited to v′ = 1, radiative decay dom-
inates collisional de-excitation (quenching) everywhere beyond∼1 km from
the nucleus (Weaver and Mumma 1984), i.e., emitted 1-0 band quanta
be successively scattered, but they are not lost. Scattering can cause a
fer of intensity from the P- to the R-branch, as discussed in the text. Howe
quanta radiated in transitions from a given excited level (v′ = 1, J′) to lower
levels (v′′ = 0, J′′ = J′ ± 1) can only re-excite the same upper level, if sc
tered by ambient CO. The escape-to-space probabilities may differ for the
lines emitted from a given upper level, permitting relatively more of the emit
flux to emerge in the R-versus the P-branch lines. However, the summed inte
of P- and R-branch lines originating from a given rotational level in v′ = 1 still
provides a reliable measure of the upper state population (compare the me
the line pairs R0/P2 and R1/P3 in Fig. A1). The redistribution of intensity sho
decrease rapidly with increasing J′, because the lower state populations and
respective absorption line strengths become more nearly equal. Hence, o
depth effects on the emitted quanta do not affect our conclusions adverse

The significance of scattering optical depth may be assessed empirica
comparing the total column densities (N1) of CO molecules in v′ = 1, retrieved
from individual line fluxes at various offset distances from the nucleus (Fig.
see also Eq. (1b), and footnote 5). In the absence of optical trapping, all
should yield consistent values forN1. For beams passing close to the nucle
(left-most panels of Fig. A1), the ratio of P2 to R0 line intensities is low
than the value of 2 (i.e., (J′ + 1)/J′) predicted for optically thin escape-to-spac
-
conditions, implying non-negligible opacity (scattering) along these lines-of-
sight. For beams well removed from the nucleus (e.g., those shown in the
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FIG. A1. Column densities of CO molecules in the first excited vibrational state (v= v′ = 1), as calculated from our (transmittance-corrected) line flux
on two preperihelion dates and one postperihelion date, using Eq. (1b) (see also footnotes 5 and 7). In each panel, line fluxes have been included ove range
of projected distances from the nucleus (i.e., the range ofρ-values) indicated, and averaged east and west of the nucleus. For each date, predicted values
nucleus are lower for inherently stronger lines. Particularly noticeable is the transfer of intensity from P2 to R0 (and, to a lesser extent, from P3 toR1), resulting
from their different optical depths (Table AI). This trend decreases with increasing distance from the nucleus (left to right for each date). In the right-hand panels,
which correspond to regions of the coma over which our CO production rates were determined, a common value forN1 is obtained for all lines (within error),
thereby demonstrating that our derived QCO values are insensitive to opacity effects. Steady-state models for cometary CO (e.g., Chin and Weaver 1984)

a fractional population of∼7.8× 10−6 R−2

h in the v′ = 1 state for Trot ≈ 100 K, in agreement with our results (compare these values forN1 with our measured

v

ing

cy
total CO column densities, Fig. 6). Fig. A1 provides only an empirical estim

right-hand panels of Fig. A1), line intensities emitted from a common le
J′ are in their statistical ratio (within 1σ ) and the retrieved values ofN1 agree
within stochastic errors, even for the line pairs (P2, R0) and (P3, R1). dem
strating that optical depth effects are small for these lines-of-sight.

We next evaluate optical depth effects experienced by the solar pump. F
coma characterized by spherically symmetric uniform outflow, the CO colu
density (N0, molecules cm−2) along a radius vector from the nucleus is give
by

N0 = QCO

4πVo

∞∫
R0

dR
exp(−R3)

R2
, (A1)
where Vo is the gas outflow speed (taken to be 1.1× 105R−0.5
h cm s−1),

and3 (cm) is the photo-dissociation scale length for CO. Using standa
ate of relative (line-by-line) CO optical depth effects.

el

on-

or a
mn
n

recurrence relations (Abramovitz and Stegun 1964), Eq. (A2) becomes

N0= QCO

4πVoR0

{
exp(−αR0) −αR0

[
−γ − ln(αR0)+

∞∑
n=1

an(αR0)n

]}
,

(A2)

which is valid over the range 0≤ αR0 ≤ 1. In Eq. (A2),α = 1/3, γ = 0.57721,
and the coefficients an are less than unity and decrease rapidly with increas
index n.

For a stationary velocity distribution, the corresponding optical depth isτν =
KνN0, where Kν (cm2 molecule−1) is the absorption coefficient at frequen
ν. For Doppler-broadened lines at line center, K0 = (ln 2/π )1/2Sline(T)/1νD,
where Sline(T) is the line strength (cm molecule−1) at rotational temperature
rd
T, and1νD (cm−1) is the Doppler line width (1vD ∼= 3.58× 10−7ν0[T/M] 1/2)
(Pugh and Rao 1976). Here,ν0 (cm−1) is the line-center (rest) frequency and
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CO EMISSION IN C

M is the molecular weight of the absorbing gas molecules (=28 g mole−1 for
CO). (In the expression for1νD, T represents the kinetic temperature, and th
should be approximately equal to Trot in the inner coma.)

The line strength can be expressed in terms of the total band strength (Sband)
as Sline(T) = Sband(T) f0,J′′ (T)εJ, wheref0,J′′ (T) represents the fraction of al
CO molecules in the lower ro-vibrational state at (rotational) temperatur
The Hönl–London factors for absorption (εJ) are expressed in terms of uppe
state rotational quantum number as J′/(2J′-1) for R-branch lines, and as (J′ +
1)/(2J′ + 3) for P-branch lines (Herzberg 1950). For the v= 1− 0 band of CO,
we adopt Sband= 9.80× 10−18 cm molecule−1 (Pugh and Rao 1976). Thus, th
absorption coefficient at line center becomes

K0(cm2molecule−1) = 6.81× 10−11(T)−1/2εJ f0,J′′ (T)/ν0. (A3)

For our treatment of optical depth, it is convenient to define a critical dista
(Rc) from the nucleus at which the optical depth of a given CO line reaches u
at line center (τ0 = 1), along a radius vector from the Sun to Rc (see Mumma and
DiSanti (in preparation) for a complete discussion). The corresponding cri
column density is given byNcrit = K−1

0 . Eq. (A2) can be solved explicitly for
Rc, but the quantity in curly brackets is essentially unity for a long-lived spec
such as CO (αRc ¿ 1), and so

Ncrit ∼= (QCO/4πVoRc) = K−1
0 , (A4)

or,

Rc(km)∼ (10−5QCOK0/4πVo)∼4.92×10−22QCO(T/Rh)−1/2εJf0,J′′ (T)/ν0.

(A5)

In Table AI, we list values of Rc for several lines, based on our total measur
(global) production rates for CO (QCO = 10.7 and 20.7× 1029 molecules s−1

at Rh = 1.5 and 1.0 AU, respectively; cf. Table III and Fig. 8). We use the to

TABLE AI
CO Line Center Optical Depth Estimates for Comet Hale-Bopp

f0,J′′ Rc
d (km) Rc

d (km)
CO line J′ ν (cm−1)a εJ (100 K) K0

b Ncrit
c (Rh=1.5) (Rh=1.0)

P1 0 2139.427 0.333 0.078 .827 12.09 773 1240
P2 1 2135.547 0.400 0.116 1.48 6.76 1390 2220
P3 2 2131.632 0.429 0.138 1.89 5.29 1770 2830
P4 3 2127.683 0.444 0.142 2.02 4.95 1890 3020
P5 4 2123.699 0.455 0.131 1.91 5.24 1790 2860
R0 1 2147.082 1.000 0.027 .856 11.68 801 1280
R1 2 2150.856 0.667 0.078 1.65 6.06 1540 2470
R2 3 2154.596 0.600 0.116 2.20 4.55 2060 3290
R3 4 2158.300 0.571 0.138 2.49 4.01 2330 3730
R4 5 2161.969 0.556 0.142 2.49 4.02 2330 3730
R5 6 2165.602 0.545 0.131 2.25 4.44 2100 3370
R6 7 2169.198 0.538 0.112 1.89 5.29 1770 2830
R7 8 2172.759 0.533 0.087 1.45 6.90 1360 2171
R8 9 2176.284 0.529 0.064 1.06 9.43 988 1590
R9 10 2179.772 0.526 0.043 .707 14.14 662 1060
R10 11 2183.224 0.524 0.028 .458 21.83 428 686

a Rest frequency in wavenumbers.
b Absorption coefficient at line center for a rotational of 100 K (10−16 cm2

molecule−1).
c
 CO column density at which optical depth unity at line center is reach

(1015 molecules cm−2).
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FIG. A2. Schematic depicting the geometrical parameters we use in
optical depth calculations. In our simplified model, the outflow velocity Vo is
assumed to have a uniform magnitude regardless of position in the coma
this overestimates the effects of optical depth compared with the more rea
case of acceleration in the outflow. The correction to our measured CO co
density depends critically upon the ratio of the projected distanceρ to the critical
distance Rc. Our model permits evaluation of the opacity in the incident so
pump contributed by a given parcel of gas lying a distance r from the nuc
See text for details.

CO production rate (QCO) rather than the native Q alone, so as to overestim
the effects of optical depth.

The column density integrated (entirely through the coma) along a line
sight offset by distanceρ from the nucleus is given by

N(ρ) = QCO/4Voρ. (A6)

Comparison with Eq. (A4) demonstrates thatN(ρ)=Nc[πRc/ρ], hence the
line-center optical depth along the offset tangent path is [πRc/ρ]. For ρ =
Rc, the optical depth (through the coma) would beπ (or, π/2 at the tangent
point).

The effective g-factor atρ = Rc would be severely reduced from the optical
thin value, were the coma characterized by a stationary velocity distribu
However, the optical depth experienced by the solar pump is greatly red
when the effect of outflow is included. Projection of outflow velocities along
line-of-sight in the coma leads to reduced “shadowing” of molecules and h
to reduced opacity in the CO lines. This can be appreciated by recognizing
a differential velocity of only∼200 m s−1 is sufficient to reduce the effective
absorption coefficient by two-fold (i.e., to K0/2, and this speed is approximate
equal to the Doppler velocity dispersion for CO at 100 K. (Emitted CO qua
experience a similar reduction in the scattering optical depth.)

Mumma and DiSanti (in preparation) developed a method for estimating
duced g-factors, including the effects of velocity projection. Their model
cludes the dispersion in outflow velocity as a function of location in the co
but it ignores acceleration of the outflowing gas. This simplifies the formal
but it overestimates the effects of optical depth. True column densities are
tained by correcting the apparent column densities derived from the mea
line intensities using optically thin g-factors. Here, we follow their method
calculating the attenuation of the solar pump, and we use it to correct our
sured Q-curves for water and CO on UT 1997 January 21.

It is convenient to parameterize the problem as depicted in Fig. A2. The
able L represents the distance from the tangent point along a line towar
Sun, r is the distance from the nucleus to a given point in the coma, andL

is the component of outflow velocity projected along the line-of-sight. T

edcontribution to the optical depth (at frequencyν) from CO along the path
between L and L+ dL is dτν (L) = Kν (L)n(L)dL, where n(L) is the (total)
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number density of CO molecules (cm−3) between L and L+ dL, and Kν (L)
is the line absorption coefficient at frequencyν over this same region. Integra
tion along the entire path is most easily done in velocity space:

τν = Rc

ρ

vo∫
−vo

exp

{
− ln(2)
1ν2

D

[
ν − νo

{
1− VL

c

}]2
}

√
V2

o − V2
L

× exp

−ρRc

VoRc

3

√
V2

o − V2
L

 dVL . (A7)

This is more conveniently evaluated as a summation,

τν = 1VL
Rc

ρ

[+Vo∑
−Vo

fVL ,ν

]
, (A8)

where fVL ,ν represents the integrand in Eq. (A7).
We evaluatedτν over the range VL = −0.995Vo, to+0.995Vo, for incident

solar photon frequencies betweenνmin = ν0(1− 1.75Vo/c) andνmax= ν0(1+
1.75Vo/ν), and for several values of the ratioρ/Rc. Results for the spectra
absorbance [1− exp(−τν )] are shown in Fig. A3. The flux removed from th
solar continuum along this path is

1I = Io

νmax∫
νmin

{1− exp(−τν )} dν. (A9)

We may write Eq. (A9) in terms of an effective g-factor (geff) and the true
column density (Ntrue), or the optically thin g-factor (gthin) and an apparen
column density (Napp),

1I = geffNtrue ≡ gthinNapp, (A10)

where gthin = IoSline. The quantity Napp is presented in Fig. A1, for
example.

We evaluated the integral (A9) as a summation, and we chose the step s
frequency1ν(= νo1VL/c) to correspond to the velocity bin size1VL (we used
1VL = 5× 10−3V◦ in our calculations). The limits of integration (νmin, νmax)
were chosen so as to include all non-negligible values ofτν (Fig. A3). The
apparent column density (Napp) is then

Napp=
(∑νmax

νmin
[1− e−τν ]

)
1ν

Sline
≡ (SUM1)(1ν)

Sline
. (A11)

The true column density may be written as

Ntrue = QCO

4πVoρ

∫ Vo

−Vo

exp
{−ρVo

3

(
V2

o − V2
L

)−1/2
}

√
V2

o − V2
L

dVL , (A12)

or

Ntrue =
(√

π

ln 2

1νD

Sline

Rc

ρ

)
(1VL)

×
 Vo∑
−Vo

exp
{
− ρVo

3

(
V2

o − V2
L

)−1/2
}

√
V2

o − V2
L


(√ )
≡ π

ln 2

1νD

Sline

Rc

ρ
(1VL)(SUM2). (A13)
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FIG. A3. Spectral absorbance (1− e−τv) solutions (from Eq. (A7)), shown
here for CO for several values of the ratioρ/Rc. For comparison, the solu-
tion for the water lineν3 − ν2 111− 110 with ρ/Rc = 1.0 is also shown. The
slightly greater spectral width for the H2O absorbance curve results from its
larger Doppler width1νD (3.17× 10−3 cm−1) compared with that for CO
(1νD = 1.45× 10−3 cm−1) (both for T= 100 K). Each CO molecule absorbs
solar continuum photons at a frequency determined by its line-of-sight veloc
VL (relative to the Sun). The abcissa has units of .001 cm−1, and represents
the displacement of absorbed photon frequencies relative to the line-center
quency in the heliocentric rest frame, thus zero corresponds to the tangent p
L = VL = 0 in Fig. A2. The ordinate shows the attenuation in the solar pum
(i.e., reduction in the g-factor) at frequencyν − ν0. Note that the absorbance
increases sharply for beams passing close to the nucleus (small values ofρ/Rc).
Also shown are vertical tick marks for the CO absorbance plotρ/Rc = 1.0 (i.e.,
ρ =1,800 km). Each tick mark indicates the radial distance from the nucleus
in units of 103 km; cf Fig. A2) at which the corresponding line-center frequenc
shift (ν − ν0) occurs. For example, along the beamρ = 1.0Rc, CO molecules
located a distance r≈ 2,840 km from the nucleus absorb (at line center) sola
continuum photons displaced by±5× 10−3 cm−1, relative to CO molecules at
the tangent point (r= 1,800 km). The two tick marks farthest from zero dis
placement (not having numerical labels) correspond to 104 and 106 km from
the nucleus. The non-negligible opacity even at 106 km from the nucleus is
due to the broad Doppler velocity envelope at 100 K. We expect that includ
acceleration in the coma will causeτν to drop to zero more quickly beyond
r ∼ 105 km.

Now the apparent column density (or production rate) can be corrected to
true column density (the true production rate) through a correction factor, Fcorr,
given by the ratioNtrue/Napp:

Fcorr ≡
(

Ntrue

Napp

)
=
(
1νD

√
π

ln 2

)
Rc

ρ

(1VL)(SUM2)

(1ν)(SUM1)
. (A14)

Table AII lists, at 1 arc-second intervals, correction factors appropriate to o
UT 1997 January 21 observations. For CO we use Rc = 1800 km, which repre-
sents the mean value for all CO lines observed on this date (Table AI). For
comparative water lineν3 − ν2111− 110 at ν0 = 2151.19 cm−1, we calculate

Rc ∼ 2500 km. We applied these correction factors to our apparent Q-curves for
water and CO (Fig. A4). As in our prior analysis, the (now corrected) Q-curve
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FIG. A4. Q-curves for Comet Hale-Bopp for 1997 January 21, after correcting each for optical depth in the solar pump by the factors (Fcorr ) listed in Table AII. A.
Corrected Q-curves for CO (pluses) and H2O (large, heavy diamonds) lie somewhat above their uncorrected counterparts (compare Fig. 7B), but the ratio of c
terminal values supports roughly equal contributions of native and distributed CO, as suggested by our previous analysis (DiSantiet al.1999). Qdust is scaled to the
corrected water point 1 arc-second off the nucleus. B. The difference between opacity-corrected Q-curves for CO and H2O, which we take to represent productio

from the distributed CO component alone. For the point nearρ = 8× 103 km, the y for
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the two points farthest from the nucleus. This indicates that the distributed so

TABLE AII
Optical Depth Corrections for CO and H2O in Comet Hale-Bopp

on UT 1997 January 21 (Rh = 1.49 AU, ∆ = 2.20 AU)

CO H2O
(Rc = 1,800 km) (Rc = 2,500 km)

ρ (arc-sec) ρ (km) ρ/Rc Fcorr ρ/Rc Fcorr

1.0 1600 0.822 1.363 0.638 1.619
2.0 3190 1.76 1.170 1.28 1.285
3.0 4790 2.64 1.109 1.92 1.183
4.0 6380 3.53 1.080 2.55 1.133
5.0 7980 4.41 1.062 3.19 1.104
6.0 9570 5.29 1.050 3.83 1.085
7.0 11200 6.17 1.042 4.47 1.072
8.0 12800 7.05 1.036 5.11 1.062
9.0 14400 7.93 1.031 5.74 1.054

10.0 15960 8.82 1.028 6.38 1.048

11.0 17600 9.70 1.024 7.02 1.043
continuum point was subtracted from the corrected CO point, and similarl
urce was fully developed byρ ≈ 6−7× 103 km from the nucleus, as stated in the tex

for H2O is taken to be a proxy of the contribution from native CO and, as bef
this is approximately half of the (corrected) total QCO. Thus our conclusions as
to the relative amounts of native and distributed CO in Comet Hale-Bopp rem
unchanged, based on our analysis to date. Future work will extend this ana
to other dates of observation, and will include considerations of acceleration
observing geometry.
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